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IN THE MATTER OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS ACT

and

IN THE MATTER OF A COMPLAINT

BY

GENE KEYES

AGAINST

PANDORA PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION

MOTION FOR DETERMINATION OF SETTLEMENT

This is a motion made by the Nova Scotia Human Rights

Commission (the “Commission”) for a determination as to whether

or not the complaint of the Complainant Gene Keyes (“Keyes”)

against the Respondent Pandora Publishing Association (“Pandora”)

has been settled and, if so, if an Order should be made directing

enforcement of the terms of the settlement. Evidence on the

motion was tendered on the motion with the agreement of the

parties by way of documents only which were marked as Exhibits 1

through S inclusive.

Keyes made a complaint pursuant to the Nova Scotia Human

Rights Act (the “Act”) to the Commission on June 21, 1990 against

Pandora. The complaint was that Pandora had discriminated
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against him in or about March, 1990 in the matter of Services and

Advertisement because of his sex. The nature of the complaint

was described as follows:

I am a Nova Scotian male. The letter policy
of Pandora’s Publishing Association as
outlined in the March, 1990 issue of Pandora
indicates that letters must be written by
women. As a result I am prohibited from
expressing my views in Pandora. I allege I
have been discriminated against because of my
sex in contravention of Sections 12(1)(a) and
17 of the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act. [sic].

(Exhibit 6).

Concillia.Lion was undertaken by the Commission. This resulted in

an agreement in writing dated the 21st day of December, 1990

between Pandora and Keyes. The agreement recited that “the

parties hereto have reached a settlement of the complaint by

Complainant” and went on to recite the terms of the settlement as

follows:

i. Pandora will print a disclaimer regarding
the advertisements placed in the newspaper.

2. Pandora will apply for an exemption under
Section 25 of the Nova Scotia Human Rights
Act. Pandora agrees to make this application
within the next three (3) months.

(i) Should the exemption be granted,
Keyes will withdraw his request that
the letter policy be changed, and the
file will be closed.

(ii) Should the exemption be denied,
the parties will return to
conciliation.

Keyes acknowledged in the agreement that the “settlement is made

‘without prejudice’ and with a denial by Respondent [Pandora of

any liability to Complainant.” (Exhibit 1).
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I was told at the hearing that Pandora was represented

by legal counsel in the conciliation process leading up to the

written agreement of December 21, 1990.

On March 15, 1991 Pandora wrote the Commission advising

that it had printed a disclaimer and had begun the preparation of

an application to the Commission for an exemption under the Act.

However, Pandora went on to advise that for the reasons set out

in its letter it had concluded that the application for the

exemption-was contrary to the broader issue of women’s equality,

the orcmccion of which was the reason for Pandora’s existence.

Pandora advised that in the result it would not be forwarding an

application to the Commission for the exemption.

On March 26, 1991 Janet McKinnon, the Human Rights

Officer assigned by the Commission to handle the complaint wrote

Pandora in response to its March 15, 1991 letter and stated in

part as follows:

The position of Pandora Publishing as outlined
in this letter means that conciliation has not
been successful and that the complaint has not
been resolved.

It is the duty of the staff of the Commission
to report to the Board of Commissioners when
we have not been able to effect a settlement
of a complaint, therefore this complaint will
be forwarded to the Board and to the Minister
to determine whether or not a Board of Inquiry
should be appointed. (The complainant will be
advised of your position and informed he has
the option of withdrawing his complaint or
having it forwarded for this review.)

(Exhibit 3).
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On the same date Ms. McRinnon wrote Keyes in part as follows:

Pandora Publishing has informed me that they
will not be forwarding an application for a
human rights exemption. They report that upon
reflection, they do not believe this is an
appropriate action. They have and will
continue to print a disclaimer regarding
advertisements.

This position means that conciliation has not
been successful and the complaint has not
resolved. The complaint will now be forwarded
to the Board of Commissioners and to the
Minister to determine whether or not a Board
of Inquiry should be appointed. As the

• complainant, if you do not wish to pursue this
course, you may withdraw your complaint.

(Exhibit 4).

Keyes acknowledged the Commission’s letter on April 5,

1991. He stated in part as follows:

I will let the complaint go forward.

(Exhibit 5).

On the motion of December 13 Mr. Keyes agreed that his intention

and a reasonable inference from his letter was that he was

prepared to abandon the settlement agreement and let his

complaint against Pandora go forward to a hearing on the merits.

The Act as it stood at the relevant time provided as

follows:

Section 32 (1) If the Director or other
officer is unable to effect a settlement of
the matters complained of, the Commission
shall make a report to the Minister and the
Minister may appoint one or more persons to be
a board of inquiry to investigate and seek
settlement of the complaint.
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The report to the Minister was not before me. However, it was

common ground among all the parties to the motion that such a

report had been made.

Pursuant to the report of the Commission I was appointed

a Board cE Inquiry under the Act. The appointment dated June 17,

1991 provided as follows:

The Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission,
having reported that it is not able to effect
a settlement of a complaint by Gene Keyes
against Pandora Publishing Association, I,
therefore, hereby appoint, pursuant to Section
32(1) of the Human Rights Act, Chapter 214 of
the Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1989,
David A. Miller to constitute a Board of
Inquiry.

The purpose of the Board of Inquiry is to
investigate and seek settlement of the
following complaint:

That Pandora Publishing Association did, on or
about March, 1990, discriminate against Geney
Keyes by denying him services and
advertisement by prohibiting him from
expressing his views because of his sex
contrary to Sections 12(l)(a) and 17 of the
Human Rights Act.

(Exhibit 8).

The appointment was accompanied by a letter of the same date

(Exhibit 7).

The Commission submits that the complaint was settled by

the written agreement of December 21, 1990 and that I as the

Board of Inquiry have the authorit’ under Section 34 of the Act

to determine that such a settlement has been made and to order

the parties to comply with the terms of the settlement. The
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motion was opposed by Mr. Keyes. He submitted that the complaint

should go forward to be dealt with on its merits. The motion was

also opposed by Pandora.

Having given careful consideration to the evidence

before me and the submissions of the parties, I find as a matter

of fact that at least from April 5, 1991 (Keyes’ letter, Exhibit

5) there was no enforceable settlement agreement among the

parties and accordingly I must dismiss the motion.

The settlement agreement of December 21, 1990 is stated

to have been reached between “the parties hereto” who are named

as Pandora and Keyes. The Commission is not stated to be a party

to the agreement. By its letter of March 15, 1991 (Exhibit 2)

Pandora clearly repudiated the settlement. This repudiation was

accepted by Keyes by his letter of April 5, 1991 (Exhibit 5).

Accordingly, I find that even if there was a binding

settlement agreement between the parties as contemplated by the

Act pursuant to the agreement of December 21, iggo, such

agreement was effectively abandoned by the mutual agreement of

the parties to it and that it is no longer enforceable. Indeed,

neither of the parties to the agreement, Pandora or Keyes, sought

to enforce the agreement. Rather, they each took the position

that the complaint should go forward on its merits.

In passing, I note that I have some difficulty with the

submission that the agreement of December 21, 1990 is the kind of
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settlement agreement contemplated by the Act, even if made after

the appointment of a Board of Inquiry. The so called settlement

is, at most, conditional. It contemplates not the final

settlement of the complaint, but rather, only that the complaint

be held in suspension pending an application by Pandora for an

exemption under the Act. As I understand the agreement, if the

exemption were not granted, Keyes’ intended that his complaint go

forward. Having regard to my other findings, however, it is not

necessary for me to determine whether or not the agreement sets

out a settlement which under appropriate circumstances could be

reportedby a Board of Inquiry as settlement of a complaint.

In my opinion, the Commission is not a party to the

settlement agreement of December 21, 1990 and accordingly cannot

seek to enforce it, particularly over the objections of the

parties to the agreement, Pandora and Keyes. If I am wrong in

this respect, however, and if the Commission is in some way a

party and has status to seek enforcement of the agreement before

me, I find as a matter of fact that the Commission, too, like

Keyes and Pandora accepted that the Agreement would be rescinded

and set aside. I note particularly the language of the

Commission’s letters of March 25, 1991 to Pandora and Keyes. I

did not hear evidence from Ms. McKinnon, the author of those

letters. However, I can only infer from the language used by Ms.

McKinnon in the letters that the Commission concluded that the

complaint was not settled and that the complaint would have to go

forward to a Board of Inquiry if so determined by the Commission

for a decision as to whether or not there had been a violation of
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the Act by Pandora. If the position of the Commission as stated

by Ms. McKinnon in her letters of March 26, 1991 had been that

there was in fact a settlement and that all that remained to be

done was to take steps to enforce the terms of the settlement, I

would have expected her to have used far different language than

is set out in her letters. Accordingly, I conclude from the

letters that the Commission accepted that the attempted

settlement had failed and that if there were to be further

proceedings the matter would have to go forward on its merits.

It was also submitted on behalf of the Commission that

even if the Commission was not a party to the agreement of

December 20, 1990 then having regard to the public interest in

the enforcement of the Act the Commission had the authority to

make application to the Board of Inquiry for enforcement of the

settlement. I have already held that the Commission, like Keyes

and Pandora, had also consented to the abandonment of the

agreement. The Commission cannot now change that position. If,

however, I am wrong in determining that the Commission had

consented to abandonment of the agreement and if the Commission

has the authority to request a Board of Inquiry to enforce a

settlement agreement which has been abandoned between the

Complainant and the Respondent (which I am not prepared to

determine) in my opinion this is not an appropriate case for such

an Order. In my opinion, in this case the public interest is

better served by permitting this complaint to proceed on the

merits rather than to order enforcement of the December 20, 1990

agreement.
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Even if I am wrong that there was no settlement

agreement to enforce after at least April 5, 1991 because the

parties to the agreement, Keyes and Pandora, had agreed to

abandon it and because the Commission, if it had any standing in

respect of the agreement, had also agreed to abandonment, I still

would not have allowed the motion.

Section 32 (1) of the Act provides that if the Director

or other officer of the Commission “is unable to effect a

settlement of the matters complained of” the Commission shall

report to the Minister and the Minister might appoint a board of

inquiry. I was invited to interpret the words ‘effect a

settlement” as comprising not only the reaching of a settlement

agreement, but also the performance and discharge of such a

settlement agreement. In other words, it was suggested that a

settlement has not been “effected” until it has been agreed to

and the terms of the settlement agreement have been performed. I

am not able to place such a construction on the section. In my

opinion, under the Act as it stood at the relevant time a

settlement of the complaint has been “effected” when an agreement

has been reached between the Complainant and the Respondent. The

enforcement of the settlement agreement is another matter

altogether.

Accordingly, in my opinion I must conclude from the fact

that a report was made by the Commission to the Minister and I

was appointed a Board of Inquiry that the complaint had not been
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settled. This reinforces my earlier conclusion that the

Commission, like Pandora and Keyes, had agreed to abandon any

settlement agreement which might have been made.

Further, the Board of Inquiry appointed under Section 32

(1) is directed “to investigate and seek settlement of the

complaint.” I cannot read into those words an authority to

determine whether or not the complaint has been settled and

enforce the settlement. Indeed, in my opinion, the specific

authority “to investigate and seek settlement” implies that it is

the subject matter of the complaint which is to be investigated

and that a settlement has not been made as of the time of the

appointment of the board of inquiry.

Finally, as I have held that the Commission shall report

to the Minister under Section 32 (1) and a board of inquiry shall

be appointed only if a settlement has not been reached, if I were

to find that a settlement had been made prior to my appointment

and if I were to proceed to order enforcement of that settlement

then I would, in my opinion, be questioning the authority of the

Minister to have made the appointment. Counsel for the parties

agreed that such was not within my jurisdiction. It may be,

accordingly, that I should not have entertained this motion as it

developed in the evidence that the only allegation of agreement

was prior to my appointment of the Board of Inquiry. In my

opinion, the powers conferred on the board of inquiry by Section

34 (5) and 34 (8) arise only in respect of settlements made after

the appointment of the board of inquiry. It is not necessary,
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accordingly, to decide whether or not a settlement agreement made

without an admission of a violation of the Act can be enforced by

the board of inquiry. However, as I have held that any

settlement agreement which had been reached prior to my

appointment was rescinded by the mutual agreement of the parties

(Keyes and Pandora) and the Commission the result remains the

same.

The motion is dismised. The hearing of the complaints

on the merits will proceed as scheduled on January 13, 1992.

DATED at Halifax, Nova Scotia, this / / day of

December, 1991.

David Miller
Board of Inquiry
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IN THE MATTER OF: THE NOVA SCOTIA HUMAN RIGHTS ACT

— and — -

IN TEE MATTER OF: A COMPLAINT BY GENE KEYES
AGAINST PANDORA PUBLISHING

- -

LIMITED -

DECISION

THE COMPLAINT

This is a complaint by Gene Keyes (“Keyes”) to the Nova

Scotia Human Rights Commission (the “Commission”) against Pandora

Publishing Association (“Pandora”) pursuant to the provisions of

the Human Rights Act (the “Act”).

Keyes currently is a resident of Halifax, Nova Scotia.

He holds a Ph.D. in political science. He is formerly a

professor of political science at St. Thomas University in

Fredericton, New Brunswick and at Brandon University in Brandon,

Manitoba. At the present time he works as a self—employed

researcher at Halifax.

Pandora is a society incorporated under the Societies

Act of Nova Scotia. The Memorandum of Association and Articled

of Association of Pandora are found at Exhibit 9, Tab 7.

Testimony was given as to an amendment to the articles and

Exhibit 21 was tendered in that respect. I am satisfied that

Exhibit 21 properly sets out an amendment to the Articles of

Association of Pandora which was properly past prior to the dates

relevant to this complaint. The amendment restricted membership

in the society to women. It also reflected the collective nature

of management and governance of the society’s affairs as spoken

g0792l90
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to in the evidence by various witnesses (particularly Beverly

Stone, Sheila Morris, Mary Jones and Betty—Ann Lloyd).

Pandora publishes a quarterly newspaper called

- Pandora. Pandora has distribution throughout the Provinces of

Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. I was told in the evidence

and it is stated in Pandora that Pandora is for, by and about

women.

Pandora publishes a notice in each edition sthting that

letters to the Editor will be accepted only if they are written

by women. A sample of the notice is reproduced at Exhibit 9, Tab

1. The relevant portion of the policy is as follows:

- Pandora reserves the right to publish
only letters that fall within the
guidelines of our editorial policy:
letters must be written by women and be
women positive; we do not accept material
that is intolerant or oppressive.

We prefer that letters are in direct
response to an article or current
concern. Should it refer to an article
appearing in Pandora, the author of the
article will be contacted and given an
opportunity to respond.

We will print letters anonymously, but at
least two women in Pandora must know the
woman’s real name and have a contact
number for her.

Pandora reserves the right to edit for
length; however, the writer will be
notified should this be necessary. We
request that all letters include a phone
number so we may contact the writer
should it become necessary.

Keyes saw an article in the March, 1990 edition of

Pandora (Exhibit 10 entitled “Inequality Between Women and Men

Strengthened by Father’s ‘Rights’”. The article was admitted

q0792190
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into evidence over the objection of Ms. Derrick on behalf of

Pandora for the purpose of setting out the context in which the

complaint arose.

I ruled that the content of the article and the opinions

expressed therein were not relevant to the Inquiry. - I ruled that

I would not hear evidence concerning those views or other or

contrary opinions on the subject. The complaint before me

relates to Pandora’s letter policy, not to the publication or

contents of the article.

The subject matter of the article is self—explanatory

from the title. Keyeshad a particular interest in that subject

matter. He had been involved in long and protracted legal

proceedings respecting custody of and access to his children.

The details of this litigation were not relevant to the Inquiry

and accordingly were not before me. I took it from the evidence

which was before me, however, that Keyes was not satisfied with

the results of those legal proceedings. I also understand Mr.

Keyes is of the opinion that he was discriminated against in

those legal proceedings because he is a man.

In any event, Keyes decided that he wished to respond to

Exhibit 10 by writing a letter to the Editor for publication in

Pandora. In the same general time frame as the article was

published, Keyes telephoned Pandora to inquire whether he would

be permitted to submit a letter. While there was no direct

evidence on this, presumably Keyes telephoned Pandora rather than

simply sending a letter in for publication because of Pandora’s

stated letter policy. He spoke to a woman, later. identified as

the witness Sheila Morris (pseudonym), who advised him that under

no circumstances would his letter be published because he was a

man. -

q0792l90
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Faced with this rebuff, Keyes did not then prepare or

send a letter to the Editor of Pandora. He complained to the

Commission and on June 21, 1990 filed a formal complaint. The

complaint was as follows (Exhibit 6):

I am a Nova Scotian male. The letter
policy of Pandora’s Publishing
Association as outlined in the March,
1990, issue of Pandora indicates that
letters must be written by women. As a
result I am prohibited from expressing my
views in Pandora. I allege I have been
discriminated against because of my sex
in contravention of Sections 12(1) and 17
of the Nova Scotia Human Rights act.

At the same time Keyes prepared a letter which he wished to be

publish&d. He delivered the letter to the Commission, which

eventually provided a copy to Pandora. I ruled that the contents

of the letter were not relevant to this Inquiry and refused to

admit it in evidence.

To the extent that it has any relevance or importance to

this Inquiry, I am satisfied that Keyes had a legitimate interest

in the subject matter of the article with which he tcok issue and

that he acted in good faith throughout.

The complaint made by Keyes to the Commission against

Pandora was not resolved. Accordingly, this Board of Inquiry was

appointed on June 17, 1991. The appointment of the Board

(Exhibit 8) provided, in part, as follows:

The purpose of the Board of Inquiry is to
investigate and seek settlement of the
following complaint:

That Pandora Publishing Association did,
on or about March, 1990, discriminate
against Gene Keyes by denying him
services and advertisement by prohibiting
him from expressing his views because of
his sex contrary to Sections 12(l)(a) and
17 of the Human Rights Act.

q0792l90
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After two pre—hearing conferences on September 9, 1991

and December 13, 1991, and the hearing of a preliminary motion by

the Commission that the complaint had been settled on December

13, 1991, I heard the evidence on the complaint on January 13.

through January 17, 1992 at Halifax, Nova Scotia. Subsequently,

written submissions and rebuttal submissions were filed by the

parties and oral argument was heard on March 6, 1992.

I will first deal with two rulings which I made in the

course of the hearing as to evidence sought to be lead by the

parties and which I ruled would not be permitted.

MR. KEYES’ EVIDENCE OF AN ALLEGED DISADVANTAGED SUB—GROUP OF

MALES -

I was asked by the Complainant supported by the

Commission to hear evidence in support of the proposition that

the Plaintiff was a member of a disadvantaged sub—group of males,

being divorced and separated fathers claiming custody or access

rights tp their children. Mr. Keyes advised that in his view the

disadvantage arose from a bias in the laws of this Province and

in the application of those laws by the legal system favouring

women over men in cases involving child custody and access.

As I understand, it was submitted that if Pandora as a

single sex organization intended to promote women’s equality is

justified in attempting to redress women’s inequality by

advantaging women by, inter alia, publishing letters written only

by women, then that justification does not extend to advantaging

women over the sub—group proposed by Mr. Keyes as in Mr. Keyes’

view that sub—group also is discriminated against on the basis of

sex. Accordingly, it was suggested that even if Pandora could

advantage women over men generally in its letter writing policy,

it could not advantage women over this alleged sub—group of men

claimed to have been discriminated against on the basis of sex.

qO79 2190
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In my opinion, the proposition has no merit. I ruled

that I would not hear any evidence in support of the assertion

that divorced and separated fathers are discriminated against by

the laws and the legal system of this Province on.the basis of

sex. It was apparent to me fron( the emarks made on behalf of

the parties that to have embarkd on such an inquiry would have

greatly extended the scope and length of the hearing and the

costs to all concerned. As I see no merit in the proposition I

do not consider that it would have been appropriate to have heard

the evidence proposed by Mr. Keyes and contrary evidence which

Ms. Derrick advised would be lead by Pandora.

-In the first place, it is clear on the evidence and I

find as a fact that Pandora did not discriminate against Mr.

Keyes because he was a divorced father but rather simply because

he was a man. This is apparent in the Pandora letter policy

(Exhibit 9, Tab 1) and the evidence of the Pandora witnesses

(particularly Ms. Stone, Ms. Jones and Ms. Lloyd).

There was no evidence before me that Pandora was even

aware at the time of the refusal that Mr. Keyes was a divorced or

separated father claimed to have beea unjustly denied or

restricted in his custody and access rights on the basis of

sex. Mr. Keyes testified as to his conversation with a

representative of Pandora (who he could not identify) following

publication of the article with which he took issue. Mr. Keyes’

testimony was vague as to whether or not he had advised this

person of his status. I cannot find on the basis of Mr. Keyes’

evidence that he had communicated to the Pandora representative

that he was a member of the sub—group which he now asserts and

that on that basis he claimed a right to have a reply to the

article published in Pandora by way of a letter to the editor.

The Pandora representative who took the telephone call, Ms.

Jones, also testified. She was not cross—examined on this point

q0792190
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and there was no evidence from her that she was aware of Mr.

Keyes alleged special interest in the article or his alleged

special status.

Thus, even if I accepted the proposition put to me that

Pandora was not entitled to advantage women over the alleged

disadvanEaged Thub—group of men and even if it. were further

established that the facts supported a finding of the existence

of such an alleged disadvantaged sub—group based on sex, I would

not have been satisfied that Pandora had in fact discriminated

against Mr. Keyes on this basis. Rather, Pandora’s refusal to

print the letter was based on its overall policy of refusing to

publish any materials, -letters or otherwise, written by men.

Secondly, accepting that a disadvantaged group whose

rights are given legal protection by the Act may prefer the

members of that group over the advantaged group, I know of no

authoity €o break down the advantaged group further and to

prohibit the disadvantaged group from preferring its members over

the members of an alleged disadvantaged sub—group of the

advantaged group.

The assertion here is that the alleged disadvantaged

sub—group of the advantaged group is disadvantaged on the same

basis, sex, as is the disadvantaged group, women. This case,

accordingly, can easily be distinguished from a complaint by

members of a disadvantaged group protected by the Act (such as on

the basis of race) being discriminated by another disadvantaged

group also protected by the Act (such as on the basis of sex).

Disadvantage alone, of course, is not sufficient to support Mr.

Keyes’ proposition — it must be disadvantage: based on a

prohibited ground of discrimination as set out in the Act.

In my opinion, it is implicit in the Act and in the

right of the disadvantaged group to prefer its members over the

g0792l90
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advantaged group that individual members of the advantaged group

will be discriminated against (or will feel discriminated

against) in the course of promoting equality and advantaging the

disadvantaged group. Therefore, the mere fact that Mr. Keyes

feels discriminated against on the basis of sex as a result of

Pandora’s letter writing policy, does not ipso facto negate

Pandorats right to prefer women in its publication.

I do not see any basis, at least in this case, to find

that disadvantage on the basis of sex to individuals or even a

sub—group of the male group (even if that were in fact

established) should limit Pandora’s right to advantage women.

- In any event, I am not convinced that the alleged sub

group referred to by Mr. Keyes is in fact a disadvantaged group

within the ambit of the Act even if the alleged discrimination

based on sex could be established. The sub—group proposed by Mr.

Keyes is very different than the groups whose protection clearly

is recognized by the Act (such as women, minority racial groups

and the disabled) who clearly are the victims of discrimination

and disadvantage in society because of who they are. Mr. Keyes

sub—group, on the other hand, is formed only as the result of

individual judicial decisions affecting individual cases.

Clearly, it was acknowledged by Mr. Keyes that not all fathers

fall into the disadvantaged sub—group. It is as a result of

these individual decisions that Mr. Keyes and, apparently,

certain other fathers consider themselves to have been

discriminated against on the basis of sex. There was no

suggestion of the alleged sub—group having any other

characteristics in common to pre—determine the .discrimination

based on sex. It was not said that all men are denied custody or

reasonable access rights to their children. There was no

suggestion that these men are generally discriminated against or

disadvantaged on the basis of sex. Accordingly, I do not see

this alleged sub—group as the kind of group intended to be

1)9 protected by the Act.

q0792190
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Thirdly, even if I did accept that Mr. Keyes’ alleged

sub—group could be protected under the Act and even if I were

satisfied that such discrimination based on sex against that sub

group had - existed, I would not have found that this limited

Pandora’s right to prefer women in its letters to the Editor

policy.

The evidence which I heard at the hearing satisfied me

that historically and to the present day women as a group in our

society have suffered substantially inequality and disadvantages

in all aspects of public and private life. I am also satisfied

that this inequality continues to the present day to a sufficient

degree that it is reasonable that women’s groups may decide to

form women—only organizations, such as Pandora, for the promotion

of women’s equality and that such organizations may advantage

women over men.

The evidence which I heard as to women’s disadvantage

and inequality ranging over the whole sphere of public and

private life contrasts sharply with the inequality based on sex

alleged by Mr. Keyes in respect of his rights to custody of or

access to his children. While I do not trivialize the importance

of those rights to Mr. Keyes or, indeed, to any other parent, I

do find that the discrimination alleged by Mr. Keyes relates to a

single facet of his overall public and private life. I cannot

accept that such single facet discrimination (even if proved)

could override the rights of women to single sex organizations

promoting their equality on a broad range of issues in the

private and public spheres. As I am satisfied that Pandora could

reasonably decide on a single sex policy advantaging women over

men with a view to promoting women’s equality, and as I am

further satisfied that the purposes and aims of Pandora in

promoting women’s equality would be substantially disrupted by

permitting men to participate in Pandora, even to the limited
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extent of writing letters to the editor, I cannot find that this

alleged single facet discrimination complained of by Mr. Keyes

would be sufficient to interfere with Pandor&s rights.

Further, I also note that while Mr. Keyes may consider

himself disadvantaged on the basis of sex as respects his claim

for custody of or access to his children, the fact remains that

other than in this respect, he remains a member of the dominant

group with all the advantages that pertain to that advantaged

group as explained to me in the evidence. Thus, I do not see

that it is necessary or even important to Mr. Keyes or the other

members of his alleged sub—group to have access to Pandora. They

have other, and adequate means of public expression of their

views. On the other hand, to permit access by some part of the

advantaged group to a single sex publication of the disadvantaged

group would be to impart into that publication the difficulties

and disadvantages which I was told women experienced in their

dealings with men and would thereby, to some material degree at

least, defeat the purpose of such an organization and the

purposes of the Act in promoting equality by preferring

disadvantaged groups.

For these reasons, even if Mr. Keyes could establish the

alleged discrimination against divorced or separated fathers

seeking custody of or access to their children on the basis of

sex, I would not have found that this required Pandora to make an

exception for that sub—group of men as respects its letter

writing policy of printing letters written by women only.

Fourthly, I do not consider the issue raised by Mr.

Keyes to be before me on this Inquiry or within therange of this

Inquiry.

Mr. Keyes’ complaint to the Commission was as follows:
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I am a Nova Scotian male. The letter

policy of Pandora’s Publishing

Association as outlined in the March,

1990, issue of Pandora indicates that

letters must be written by women. As a

result I am prohibited from expressing my

views in Pandora. I allege I have been

discriminated against because of my sex

in contravention of Sections 12(1) and 17

of the Nova Scot-ia Human Rights act.

My appointment as the Board of Inquiry pursuant to that

complaint was as follows:

The purpose of the Board of Inquiry is to

investigate and seek settlement of the

- following complaint:

That Pandora Publishing Association did,

on or about March, 1990, discriminate

against Gene Keyes by denying him

services and advertisement by prohibiting

him from expressing his views because of

his sex contrary to Sections 12(1) Ca) and

17 of the Human Rights Act.

The complaint as advanced by Mr. Keyes and my

appointment were in respect of Pandora’s letter writing policy

limiting letters to be published to those written by women. That

is the matter I have been directed to inquire into and that is

the limit of my authority.

Mr. Keyes alleged bias in the Nova Scotia legal system

based on sex against fathers seeking custody of or access rights

to their children. Mr. Keyes complains that the laws of this

Province favour women over mep in such cases. in a general

sense. He further alleged that such a bias is re—enforced and

implemented by the administration of justice in this Province by

lawyers, Court officials and Judges. That, I understand, is the

basis of his allegation that he and others like him are

discriminated against on the basis of sex.
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Such an inquiry is, in my opinion, far outside this

complaint and far beyond the scope of this Inquiry. To embark on

an Inquiry as to whether or not there is a systemic or

institutional bias in the legal system of this Province and in

the administration of justice in this Province against fathers in

child custody and access cases on the basis of sex and to make a_

determination in that respect would, in my opinion, amount to me

usurping an authority which I do not have. Accordingly, I

refused to embark on any such inquiry.

Further, and finally, objection was taken to this line

of inquiry by Ms. Derrick on behalf of Pandora. Ms. Derrick

asserted that she was taken by surprise and advised that if the

evidenoe proposed by Mr. Keyes were adduced Pandora would be

prejudiced in its defence and would require additional evidence.

There are, of course, no pleadings in the usual or

formal sense on this Inquiry. However, as noted, in my opinion,

the jurisdiction of this Board is framed by the complaint and the

appointment by the Minister.

At my request an initial Pre—Hearing Conference was held

with the parties on September 9, 1991. At that time, with some

difficulty, dates were agreed to for the hearing and

subsequently, for argument. It also was agreed to for the

preliminary motion which was heard on December 13, 1991. At that

time I asked counsel to consider the issues which would be before

the Board so that there would be no surprises and no difficulty

with the presentation of the evidence. I was much concerned as

to the possibility of requests for adjournments and needlessly

prolonging both the evidence on the Inquiry and the time frame in

which dates could be obtained should an adjournment be

necessary. I prepared a Memorandum of the Conference which was

circulated to the parties which included the following as

respects my request for advice as to the issues:
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Issues

As there are no formal pleadings as such, the
parties will endeavour to agree on a statement
of the issues on the Inquiry. Failing
agreement, the parties will provide a
statement of what they individually consider
to be the issues.

The second Pre—Hearing Conference was held after the

hearing of the preliminary motion on December 13, 1991. I again

made a request to be advised of the issues on the Inquiry and

asked that brief Pre—Rearing submissions outlining the issues and

the essential position of the parties be submitted by January 6,

1992. 2 again prepared a Memorandum of the Conference which I

circulated to the parties. I said as follows with respect to the

question of the issues:

Issues I

It was generally agreed that the issue on the
hearing of the inquiry is as set out in Ms.
Derrick’s letter of December 6, 1991 to me.

Mr Keyes made reference to the publication of

the Notice of the letter policy, the refusal
to publish his letter and the refusal to
publish letters written by men generally. It
appeared, however, that this distinction did

not affect the essential issue to be
determined.

The letter of December 6, 1991 from Ms. Derrick referred

to in the Memorandum stated as follows with respect to the issues

on the Inquiry:

1. “Does Pandora Publishing’s lettei

policy constitute sex discrimination

under the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act,

in particular, does it constitute a

violation of ss.12Cl)(a) and/or s.17?
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Mention had been made on a number of occasions that the

contents of the article to which Mr. Keyes took exception and the

opinions and views of the authors of those articles oK the

question of child custody and access were not in issue before me.

- Certainly, I understood from the complaint, the

appointment, and the discussions with the parties at the Pre—

Hearing Conference that the issue on the Inquiry was the letter

writing policy of Pandora preferring women over men in a general

sense. I agreed with Ms. Derrick’s objection that Mr. Keyes was

attempting •to frame the evidence on the hearing in a very

different manner than had been understood to that date and that

it would be procedurally unfair to Pandora to permit the hearing

to move forward on that basis and to permit such evidence to be

adduced.

Accordingly, quite apart from the foregoing reasons I

would not have permitted this Inquiry to proceed other than on

the basis of Pandora’s general letter policy prohibiting

publication materials written other than by women.

ADMISSIBILITY OF CRTC AND MEDIAWATCH REPORTS

I was asked by counsel for Pandora to admit into

evidence without formal proof and without cross—examination two

reports: -

1. “Portrayal of Gender in Canadian Broadcasting”

CRTC, 1990 (the “Erin Report”);

2. “Sexism in. Canadian Newspapers”, Mediawatch, 1990.

I was told that these reports dealt with the portrayal of women

and women’s issues in the mainstream media in Canada. The CRTC

is a federal administrative and regulatory body. Meaiawatch was
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described in the evidence of Ms. Forsyth—Smith as a private

organization.

It was suggested that the evidence was admissible as

extrinsic evidence. I was referred to pages 75—96 of Evidence

and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Charles, Cromwell &

Jobson Butterworths, 1989). In that work the authors state as

follows at page 75:

Defined very broadly, extrinsic evidence
can include any material external to the
statute being interpreted. This would
include such items as prior versions of
the same statute or other statutes, “in
pan teria”. Usually, however, the term

- is used to describe materials relating in
some way to the legislative process
leading to enactment.

After reviewing the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in

Reference re Residential Tenancies Act [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714 the

authors summarize what they describe as “basically a codification

or summary of the situation in Canada insofar as the judicial use

of extrinsic evidence is concerned” as follows at page 78:

1. Extrinsic evidence may be admitted to show

the operation and effect of the

legislation.

2. Extrinsic evidence may be admitted to show

the true purpose and object of the

legislation.

3. Extrinsic evidence cannot be used as an

aid to the construction of a statute.

4. Generally, speeches made inside the

• legislature are inadmissible because they

have little weight.

5. Extrinsic evidence may be admitted to show

the general background against which the

legislation is enacted;
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BUT

6. Evidence is inadmissible if it is

inherently unreliable or against public

policy.

They go on to say:

Other extrinsic evidence may be admitted

to show (a) the operation and effect of

the statute or the true purpose of the

legislation or to outline the general

background against which the legislation

was passed.

- This evidence merely provides the court

with additional information, apart from

the text of the legislation, from which

inferences may be drawn by the court as to

the most appropriate meaning to be given

to legislative language. Such evidence

• cannot be used as direct evidence of

legislative intention

The authors also point out that the Courts “recognizing that they

are involved in a special interpretative process, when confronted

with a Charter issue ... have elected to be guided by principles

that direct a liberal interpretation of the Charter. Such an

approach permits and dictates a generous use of extrinsic

evidence.” (Page 78)

Counsel were unable to provide me with any authority as

to the requirement, if any, for proof of such extrinsic evidence

if found to be admissible.

In my opinion, the reports in question are not extrinsic

evidence in this Inquiry. I will not order that they be admitted

in evidence as extrinsic evidence.
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I do not see how the reports fit into any of the

categories of extrinsic evidence set out by Dickson, C.J.

Extrinsic evidence appears to be admissible for the purpose of

assisting interpretation and application of specific legislation.

The provisions of the Act at issue are the portion of

the preamble dealing with equalities of rights and Section 12

prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex. The reports as

described to me would not assist me in determining the meaning of

the word “equal”, as used in the preamble nor what amounts to sex

discrimination as prohibited by Section 12. Further, admission

of the reports would not assist me in a determination of the evil

to be remedied by the Act and, particularly, Section 12 except,

perhaps, in the narrowest sense of inequality and disadvantage

suffered by women on the basis of sex in the media. If the

legislation in. question dealt specifically with discrimination

against women in the media those reports might conceivably have

been relevant as extrinsic evidence. However, Section 12 of the

Act and the complaint before me raise issues relating to women

generally and not specifically to women employed in the media.

The issues of women’s specific inequality and a

disadvantage on the basis of sex in the mainstream media is, at

best, a collateral issue on this Inquiry. Evidence in that

particular respect was lead, as I took it, to support Pandora’s

women only policy. In light of the evidence I heard as to

women’s general inequality and disadvantage in society based on

sex, I would have been satisfied that Pandora was justified in

making a women only policy and that such policy was reasonable

whether or not I had been satisfied as to women’s specific

inequality and disadvantage based on sex in .‘the mainstream

media. Pandora is a private women’s publication (in the sense

that it is for, by and about women) directed at women’s equality

and remedying disadvantage based on sex relating to a broad range

of issues not limited to the media.
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Accordingly, at best, the reports are relevant to

establish such inequality and disadvantage based on sex in the

mainstream media. In that respect, notwithstanding the power

which I am satisfied that I have under Regulation 7 made pursuant

to the .1991 amendments to the Act to admit such written hearsay

evidence, I am persuaded by the objections made by Mr. Duplak on

behalf of the Commission that I should not admit the report

without the opportunity for cross—examination. Ms. Derrick

advised that if the report would only be admitted if properly

proved and subject to cross—examination she would not attempt

further to tender the reports in evidence.

However, as stated elsewhere in this decision, I am

satisfied on the evidence before me that women suffer from

inequalities and disadvantages based on sex in respect of

participation in the mainstream media and the portrayal of women

and the treatment of women’s issues in that media as an aspect of

women’s overall inequality and disadvantages based on sex in

society.

Accordingly, the reports were not admitted into evidence

on this Inquiry.

WOMEN’S INEQUALITY A}D DISADVANTAGE

The Comission did not lead viva voce evidence on its

principal case. An exhibit volume (Exhibit 9) was tendered by

the parties by agreement. Keyes testified on his own behalf and

as well called two witnesses, Reverend Darrell Grey and Mark

Hurcko. Keyes called one witness in rebuttal, Charles Phillips

and gave rebuttal evidence himself.
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Pandora called a number of witnesses. I heard testimony

from Beverly Stone, Sheila Morris and Mary Jones who are now all

involved in the production of Pandora. I also heard testimony

from Betty—Ann Lloyd who was the founder of Pandora. Additional

witnesses called were Rebecca West, Janet Rice, Brenda Thompson,

Muriel Dixon, Anne Bishop and Diane Dày. -

In addition, Pandora also presented expert evidence from

the following witnesses who I qualified as set out:

1. Dr. Margaret Conrad — History of Women and Women’s

Status in Nova Scotia;

2. Donna Smyth Women in Language and Writing, Uses of

- Language by Women and The Significance of Women’s Only

Spaces;

3. Dr. Marguarite Cassin — Social Organization of

Knowledge, Feminism, Gender Inequality and Management

and Organization;

4. Debbie Forsyth—Smith —— Treatment of Women in the

Mainstream Media, Treatment of Women in Society and The

Role and Function of Women’s Only Space;

5. Betty—Ann Lloyd —— Women and Literacy, Power

Relationships between Reader and Writer and The Role of

Women Only Spaces;

6. Sharon Fraser —— Journalism in Mainstream and Non—Mass

Media and The Role of Women’s Only Spaces;

7. Leah M. F. Norma —— Therapist.

8. Dr. Blye Fraser —— Social Organization and Construction

of Gender and Masculinity and Nature and Function of

Male Privilege.

The qualifications of all the above noted experts were agreed to

by the other parties with the exception of Leah N. F. Nomm.

After hearing evidence, cross examination and argument with

respect to Mr. Nonuu’s qualifications I qualified her as an

expert, but more narrowly than had been requested by Pandora.
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Much evidence, both expert and lay and essentially

uncontradicted, was presented to me through the course of the

hearing concerning the historical development of women’s status

in society and the current status of women. In conjunction with

that evidence I also heard evidence of both an historical and

current nature concerning inequalities and disadvantages suffered -

by women by reason of sex in relation to men on a broad spectrum

of public and private aspects of life. I was given many examples

of discrimination and inequality in women’s participation in

domestic life, education, employment and business, and government

and politics.

- Based on this evidence, which I accept, I find as a fact

that women as a group are and remain materially disadvantaged and

unequal to men as a group by reason of sex in fact if not in

law.

Evidence was led and I was asked to consider the

particular disadvantages suffered by certain sub—groups of women

by reason of sex. I was referred by way of example to women who

are victims of violence by men and to lesbians. I do not,

however, make any findings with respect to discrimination on the

basis of sex against those sub—groups nor do I take that evidence

into account in my findings and decision as respects Keyes’

complaint.

In my opinion, insofar as I am required to consider the

inequality of women and the disadvantages experienced by women on

the basis of sex in this Inquiry, I should do so on the basis of

women generally and not as respects any particular sub—groups.

Pandora as explained to me does not limit its participation or

activities to sub—groups of women other, perhaps, than on the

basis of acceptance of certain political positions. The Pandora

witnesses acknowledged that Pandora is not representative of all
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women who share Pandora’s political views. However, as I

understand, that is not by design or exclusion. Thus, as I see

it, the letter writing policy of Pandora is for the benefit of

women in a general sense (subject to accepting Pandora’s

political positions) and not for the benefit of specific, sub

groups. - -

I have already stated my opinion that whether or not

Keyes is the member of a sub—group of males disadvantaged by

reason of sex cannot limit the rights of Pandora to prefer women

at the expense of men. In my opinion, just as such an alleged

sub group of men cannot limit Pandora’s right, so Pandora cannot

extend rights or ptivileges to women generally based on

considerations relating only to certain sub—groups which are said

to be particularly the victims of discrimination, disadvantage

and inequality based on sex.

In my opinion, the right of Pandora to maintain its

women only letter policy must be decided in relation to the

position of women generally and not with respect to any

particular sub—groups or collection of sub—groups of women.

In addition to the evidence that women •are generally

disadvantaged and unequal in society and are discriminated

against on the basis of sex, I also heard particular evidence

that women are disadvantaged in discourse (written or oral) with

men generally. I was told that men tend to dominate such

discourse and to direct such discourse and that women tend to be

disadvantaged in such circumstances. I accept this evidence.

Further, there was also expert and lay evidence dealing in

particular with women’s participation in and treatment by the

media as an aspect of discourse. I was told that the mainstream

media tends to ignore women’s issues and to portray women’s

issues (and indeed issues generally) from the point of view of

men rather than women. - I was also told that such media tends to
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portray women in unfavourable light and gives only limited access

to women and women’s issues.

In addition, there was evidence adduced of limited

opportunities for women to work in the media, either as

writers/broadcasters or in management. - - -

Finally, as respects the media I was told of

difficulties of many women having access to the mainstream

media. Reference was made to the difficulties many, such women

writing letters or articles for publication and.the reluctance of

women to engage in debate in the mainstream media on issues

related to women’s inequality and, particularly, to engage in

discourse and debate in the media with men on such issues.

I permitted evidence as to women’s disadvantage and

inequality in the media only because Pandora publishes a

newspaper. Based on the evidence which I have heard I am

satisfied that the disadvantage and inequality based on sex from

which women suffer in society in general is also found in the

media.

SERVICE. . .CUSTOMARILY PROVIDED TO MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC

Mr. Keyes’ complaint, was that Panddra allegedly acted in

breach of Sections l2(l)(a) and 17 of the Human Rights Act in

refusing to publish his letter to the editor because he was a

man.

At the hearing the parties agreed that the reference to

Section 17 did not add any matters of substance to the complaint

in addition to Section 12(1) Ca).
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The initial question for determination is whether or not

the letters to the editor section of Pandora is a

service...customarily provided to members of the public”.

In the course of argument Ms. Derrick on behalf of

Pandora stated that- Pandora did not rest its defence of its

letter writing policy on any general right of newspapers to

exclude letters to the editor for whatever reason they might

choose. Accordingly, I was not asked to consider whether or not

the letters to the editor section was other than a service

customarily provided to members of.the public in the cpntext of

the decisiQn of the Supreme Court of Canada in Gay Alliance

Toward Equality is. Vancouver Sun, [1979] 2 S.C.R. 435, (1979) 27

N.R. 117. Ms. Derrick submitted in her memorandum of argument

that decision might well have been decided differently under the

Charter of Rights.

Further, Ms. Derrick agreed that a service could not be

rendered something other than one customarily provided to members

of •the public simply as the result of the provider deciding to

limit the service on the basis of a ground of discrimination

prohibited by the Act.

- Rather, Ms. Derrick submitted on behalf of Pandora that

even if the letters to the editor section of a newspaper is a

service customarily provided to members of the. public, the

letters to the editor section of Pandora is not in fact provided

to members of the public generally, but rather only to women, and

that that limitation is justified by reason of what Pandora says

is the right of women to- (in this case) a single sex newspaper

for the purpose of remedying disadvantage and promoting

equality. Accordingly, as I understand it, Pandora’s argument

that its letters to the editor page is not a service customarily

provided to members of the public stands or falls with its

argument that in law it is permitted under the Act to maintain a
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single sex newspaper for the purpose of remedying disadvantage

and promoting the equality of women.

EQUALITY AND DISCRIMINATION

The Preamble to the Act provides in part as follows:

AND WHEREAS in recognition that human
rights must be protected by the rule of
law, this Legislature affirms the
principle that -every person is free and
equal in dignity and rights without regard
to . . sex...

Section 12 of the Act provides as follo4s:

No person shall deny to or discriminate
against any individual or class of
individuals because of the sex of the
individual or class of individuals, in
providing or refusing to provide any of
the following:

(a) . . .services and facilities
customarily provided to members of the
public;

I am satisfied that one of the purposes of the Act is to

promote equality by prohibiting discrimination on the basis of

sex.

The Supreme Court of Canada considered the meaning of

“equality” and “discrimination” in Andrews v. Law Society of

British Columbia [1989] 1 S.C.R. 143 (“Andrews”) in the context

of Section 15 of the Charter of Rights which provides as follows:

(1) Every individual is equal before and

under the law and has the right to the

equal protection and equal benefit of the
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law without discrimination and, in
particular, without discrimination based

on race, national or ethnic origin,
colour, religion, sex, age •or mental or
physical disability.

(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any
law, program or activity that has as its
object the amelioration of conditions of
disadvantaged individuals or groups
including those that are disadvantaged
because of race, national or ethnic
origin, colour, religion, sex, age or
mental or physical disability.

McIntyre, J. reviewed at some length at pp. 172—176 the

concept of discrimination. His Lordship referred to the Human

Rights Acts of the various Provinces which had been enacted prior

to the Charter. He stated (at p. 175) that “in general, it may

be said that the principles which have been applied under the

Human Rights Acts are equally applicable in considering questions

of discrimination under Section 15(1)”. He also stated (at p.

176) that “discrimination under Section 15(1) will be of the same

nature and in descriptive terms will fit the concept of

discrimination developed under the Human Rights Acts....’.

In defining discrimination His Lordship stated as

follows at page 174:

I would say then that discrimination may
be described as a distinction, whether
intentional or not but based on grounds
relating to personal characteristics of
the individual or group, which has the
effect of imposing burdens, obligations,
or disadvantages on such individual or
group not imposed upon others, or which
withholds or limits access to
opportunities, benefits, and advantages
available to other members of society.
Distinctions based on personal
characteristics attributed to an
individual solely on the basis of
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association with a group will rarely
escape the charge of discrimination, while
those based on an individual’s merits and
capacities will rarely be classed.

His Lordship also addressed the concept of equality (at

pp. 163—171). He stated at p. 171 asfollows: -

It must be recognized, however, as well
that the promotion of equality under s.15
has a much more specific goal than the
mere elimination of distinctions. If the

• Charter was intended to eliminate all
distinctions, then there would be no place
for sections such as 27 (multicultural
heritage); 2(a) (freedom of conscience and
religion); 25 (aboriginal rights and

- freedoms); and other such provisions
designed to safeguard certain
distinctions. Moreover, the fact that
identical treatment may frequently produce
serious inequality is recognized in
s.lS(2), which states that the equality
rights in s.l5(1) do “not preclude any
law, program or activity that has as its
object the amelioration of conditions of
disadvantaged individuals or groups....”

The question then is whether under the Act as it stood

at the relevant time a programme or activity whose object was to

promote equality and to remedy disadvantages of a disadvantaged

group protected under the Act by favouring the disadvantaged

group over the advantaged group constituted discrimination

prohibited by Section 12 of the Act.

As I have set out above, McIntyre, J. was satisfied that

“identical treatment may frequently produce serious inequality”

(p. 171). I note, however, that he was able to hold that equal

treatment was not always required to comply with the Charter by

reason of the provision of Section 15(2).
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At the relevant time the Act did not contain a provision

analogous to Section 15(2) of the Charter. I do not see,

accordingly, that applying the usual principles of statutory

interpretation alone I can construe the word “discriminate” as

used in Section 12 of the Act to permit a disadvantaged group to

make a distinction against the advantaged group without an

exemption from the Commission having been sought and obtained.

However, it was submitted on behalf of Pandora that as a

matter of law I must construe and apply the word “discriminate”

as used in the Act in a manner consistent with the concept of

discrimination as set out in the Charter and the decisions of the

Supreme Court of Canad-a in relation thereto. As I understood, it

was si.i.bmitted that if the legal content of the word

“discriminate” as used in the Act was as asserted by the

Commission (that is, that the prohibition against discrimination

was absolute) the Act would be in conflict with the Charter and

could not stand in that respect. As such, it was submitted that

the legal content of discrimination under the Act must be the

same as under the Charter.

I raised in the course of the oral argument the question

as to whether or not this issue could or should have been dealt

with by way of judicial review prior to the hearing of this

Inquiry. I was told that counsel considered that a factual basis

was necessary for any such determination by the Court and that

accordingly this Board of Inquiry had to proceed.

I was much concerned as to my jurisdiction to determine

whether or not the legal content of the prohibition against

discrimination under the Act was the same as the prohibition

against discrimination under the Charter in the absence of the

equivalent of Section 15C2) of the Charter.
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In Canada (Attorney General) v. Martin (1990), 13

C.H.R.R. D/517 (F.C.T.D.), Mr. Justice Rouleau dealt with an

application by the Attorney General of Canada for an Order to

quash a decision of the Canadian Human Rights Commission to refer

a question of whether Section 15(b) of the Canadian Human Rights

Act violates Section 15 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms to

a Tribunal for hearing and determination. The case arose out of

a complaint based on mandatory retirement for members of the

Canadian Armed Forces.

The Court held that the Commission’s decision to refer

the question of the-constitutional validity of Section 15(b) of

the Canadian Human Rights Act (which provides that it is not a

discriminatory practice to retire a person who has reached the

maximum age that applies to that person’s employment by law of

regulation) to a Tribunal for hearing and determination was

within its jurisdiction and was reasonable. Further, the Federal

Court was of the view that it was bound by the Tetreault—Gadoury

v. Canada (Employment and Immigration Commission) (1989), 53

D.L.R. (4th) 384 decision of the Federal Court of Appeal which

held that the inferior Tribunals have the authority to hear and

determine Charter issues.

Since the Martin decision, the Supreme Court of Canada

held in Cuddy Chicks Ltd. v. Ontario (Labour Relations Board),

[1991] 2 S.C.R., (“Cuddy Chicks”) that administrative Tribunals

which are granted the authority to decide “any question of law or

fact” have the jurisdiction to address questions regarding the

constitutional validity of their own legislation and also have

the obligation to apply the law in a way that complies with the

Constitution. Additional support for this authority is found in

Tetreault—Gadoury v. Canada (Ehuployment and Immigration

Commission), [1991] 2 .C.R. 22 (S.C.C.).
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Section 34(7) of the Act confers this jurisdiction upon

the Board of Inquiry:

A board of inquiry has jurisdiction and
authority to determine any question of
fact or law or both required to be decided
in reaching a decision as -to whether or

not any person has contravened this Act or
for the making of any order pursuant to
such decision.

As I understand the decision of the Supreme Court of

Canada in Cuddy Chicks, where a Tribunal is required as part of

its statutory functions to apply or interpret legislation

relating to its own }urisdiction, it also has the authority to

declare such legislation contrary to the Charter. The Board of

Inquiry must apply the provisions of the Act and I have concluded

that I have the jurisdiction to interpret and apply the Act in

light of the Charter.

I must first consider the relationship between the

Charter and the Act.

Canadian National Railway Co. v. Canada (Canadian Human

Rights Commission, [1987) 1 S.C.R. 1114 (“Action Travail”) is, in

my opinion, of assistance in the interpretation of human rights

legislation. The decision was written by then Chief Justice

Dickson. At page 1136, he referred to an earlier dedision

written by Mr. Justice Mctntyre for the unanimous Court in

Winnipeg School Division No. 1 v. Craton, [1985) 2 S.C.R. 150 at

156, 161 N.R. 241 as follows:

Human rights legislation is of a special

nature and declares public policy

regarding matters of general concern. It

is not .constitutional in nature in the

sense that it may not be altered, amended,

or repealed by the Legislature. It is,

however, of such nature that it may not be

altered, amended, or repealed, nor may
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exceptions be created to its provisions,
save by clear legislative pronouncement.

In the same case, Mr. Justice Dickson said human rights

legislation should be recognized as a fundamental law, not just

another ordinary law_of general appiidatian

In Attorney General of Canada v. Mossop (1990), 12

C.H.R.R. D/355 (F.C.A.), there was an allegation that a

collective agreement was discriminatory in its failure to accord

a homosexual family the same treatment with repect to time off

for death of a member of “immediate family” as accorded to other

families. Leave to apoeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was

granted on January 25, 1991.

A single member Tribunal established under the Canadian

Human Rights Act concluded that the homosexual relationship

between Mossop and his partner fell within the meaning of “family

status” under the Canadian Human Rights Act. Sexual orientation

is not a protected ground under the Canadian Human Rights Act.

The Federal Court of Appeal concluded that the Tribunal erred in

its decision. Marceau, J. A. took the view that the Charter

could not be used “as a kind of ipso facto legislative amendment

machine requiring its doctrine to be incorporated in the human

rights legislation by stretching the meaning of terms beyond

their boundaries.” (p. D/362). Mr Justice Marceau said human

rights codes impact on areas of the private sector of economic

life which are not readily seen to fall within the scope of the

Charter.

He went on to address the link between Charter and human

rights legislation at p. 0/362 as follows:

For another thing, the Charter contains
within it a general balancing mechanism,
in the form of s.l, which is not present
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in human rights codes. To advance their

position that the human rights legislation
and the Charter must be linked together,

the respondent and the Commission referred

to a passage in the reasons of McIntyre,

J. in Andrews v. Law Society of British

Columbia, [19891 1 S.C.!?. 143, 55 D.L.R.

(4th) 1, 1OC.H.R.R. D/5719, at page 176:

While discrimination under s. 15(1) will

be of the same nature and in descriptive

terms will fit the concept of

discrimination developed under the human

rights acts, a further step will be

required in order •to decided whether

discriminatory laws can be justified

under s. 1. The onus will be on the

state to establish this. This is a

distince step called for under the

Charter which is not found in most human

rights acts, because in those acts

justification for or defence to

discrimination is generally found in

specific exceptions to the substantive

rights.

The passage, in my view, helps me to make

my point. These specific exceptions

(e.g., bona fide occupational

requirements) are present in human rights

legislation as a result of consideration

by the legislatures, and quite possibly as

a result of political compromise reached

through the democratic process. If

tribunals begin to read into those

statutes unforeseen meanings on the basis

that Charter jurisprudence has found such

meanings to constitute “analogous grounds”

under s. 15, there will be no s. 1

analysis, and no occasion for the

development of specific exceptions to

substantive rights referred to by McIntyre

J.

Mr. Justice Stone in a concurring decision made an even

stronger statement:

While accepting that human rights

legislation should be interpreted, as much
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as possible, in a manner consistent with

the provisions of the Charter and its

interpretation, I cannot accept that the

Charter should operate so as to mandate

the courts to ascribe to a statutory term

a meaning which it was not intended to

- possess.. .The absence of “sexual

orientation” from the list of grounds of

discrimination prohibited by s. 3(1) of

the Act as infringing a right enshrined in

the Charter is not raised in this appeal,

and I refrain from expressing an opinion

on the matter.

I am conscious of the limitations in the application of

the Charter to human rights legislation. However, I do not see

that those limitations- apply when the issue is the legal content

of the prohibition against discrimination.

It is to be noted that The Supreme Court of Canada in

Retail Wholesale and Department Store Union, Local 580 v. Dolphin

Delivery Ltd. (1986), 71 N.R. 83, [1986] 2 S.C.R. 573 held the

Charter does not apply to purely private litigation between

private parties which does not involve reliance on governmental

action. However, in my opinion this complaint goes beyond purely

private litigation to consideration of the anti—discrimination

provisions of the Act.

I find support for this conclusion in the decision of

the Ontario Court of Appeal in Re Blainey and Ontario Hockey

Association et al. (1986), 14 O.A.C. 194; 26 D.L.R. (4th) 728; 54

O.R. (2d) 513. Mr. Justice Dubin, speaking for the majority

said:

In my opinion, s. 15 of the Charter does

not reach private activity within . the

province. .
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He expressed agreement with Tarnopoisky and Beaudoin,

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms —— Commentary, at

page 422—423, as follows:

although an anti—discrimination (human

rights) law should itself have to conform

• to s. 15, it, and not s. 15, would be

• directly applicable to discriminatory

-
actions by private persons.

The issue in Re Blainey arose from a complaint by a 12

year—old girl who had been refused permission to play hockey as a

member of a boys’ team. The complaint was initially dismissed by

the Ontario Human Rights Commission because of the wording of

Section 19(2) of the Ontario Human Rights Code, which provides as

follows:

19(2) The right under s. 1 to eaual

treatment with respect to services and

facilities is not infringed where

membership in an athletic organization or

participation in an athletic activity is

restricted to persons of the same sex.

The Ontario Court of Appeal held that the provisions of

Section 19(2) conflicted with the equality provisions of Section

16(1) of the Charter and were of no force and effect. Therefore,

in the Blainey case which was a lawsuit between private parties,

the Charter was applied because one of the parties acted on the

authority of a statuter Section 19(2) of the Human Rights Code,

which infringed the Charter rights of the other party.

Mr. Justice Dubin’s assessment of the applicability of

the Charter was endorsed by the Supreme Court of Canada in

Dolphin Delivery. Of interest is this comment f Mr. Justice

McIntyre at p. 119, paragraph 39 of Dolphin Delivery:

Where such exercise of, or reliance upon,

governmental action is present and where

one private party invokes or relies upon
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it to produce an infringement of the
Charter rights of another, the Charter

will be applicable. Where, however,

private party “A” sues private party “B”
relying on the common law and where no act

of government is relied upon to support

the action, the Charter will not apply. I

- should make it clear, however, that this

is a distinct issue from the question

whether th judiciary ought to apply and

develop the principles of the common law

in a manner consistent with the

fundamental values enshrined in the

Constitution. The answer to this question

must be in the affirmative. In this

sense, then, the Charter is far from

irrelevant to private litigants whose

disputes fall to be decided at common law.

In Blainey the issue was whether or not the anti—

discrimination provisions of the Ontario Human Rights Act were

limited by the anti—discrimination provisions of the Charter.

The Court held that they were and struck down the section of the

Act that purported to permit discrimination which was prohibited

by the Charter.

I have concluded, accordingly, that as a matter of law

the Act cannot justify discrimination which is prohibited by the

Charter. Accordingly, in my opinion, the provisions of Section

12 of the Act must be interpreted and applied so as to permit the

making of distinctions between classes of individuals if the

distinction is part of an activity or programme that has as its

object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged

individuals or groups.

In this respect I note that the amended Act now provides

as follows in Section 2(d) and in Section 5(1)(m):

2 The purpose of this Act is to...
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Cd) affirm the principle that every

person is free and equal in dignity and

rights;

5(1) No person shall in respect of

(a) the provision of or access. to

services or facilities

discriminate against an individual or

class of individuals on account of

(m) sex....

The amended Act also now provides a definition of

discrimination in Section 4 as follows:

4 For the purpose of this Act, a person

discriminates where the person makes a

distinction, whether intentional or not,

based on a characteristic, or perceived

characteristic, referred to in clauses (h)

to (v) of subsection (1) of Section 5 that

has the effect of imposing burdens,

obligations or disadvantages on an

individual or a class of individuals not

imposed upon others or which withholds or

limits access to opportunities, benefits

and advantages available to other

individuals or classes of individuals in

society.

This definition of discrimination is very close to the language

used by McIntyre, J. in his definition of discrimination at p.

174 of the Andrews decision.

Further, the amending Act now provides as follows in

Section 6(i):

subsection (1) of Section 5 does not apply -
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Ci) to preclude a law, program or

activity that has as its object the

amelioration of conditions of

disadvantaged individuals or classes of

individuals including those who are

disadvantaged because of a characteristic

referred to in clauses (h) to Cv) of

subsection (1) of Section 5. -

In all material respects Section 6(i) is identical to Section

15(2) of the Charter.

In my opinion, the foregoing provisions of the amending

Act simply bring the language of the Act into conformity with the

Charter, but the Act as already subject to the Charter in those

respects.

Accordingly, I am satisfied that in law women may form

single sex organizations for the purpose of promoting equality.

I am further satisfied as a general statement, of the law, that

such organizations may prefer or advantage women even if the

effect of that is to discriminate against men (as a group or

individually) on the basis of sex, without violating the anti—

discrimination provisions of the Act.

PANDORA AS AN ACTIVITY WHOSE OBJECT IS TO PROMOTE WOMEN’S

EQUALITY AND REMEDY DISADVANTAGE

I heard evidence concerning the operation of Pandora and

the publication of its newspaper, Pandora. Membership in Pandora

is limited to women. Pandora is said to be published by, for and

about women. Issues are addressed in Pandora which promote

women’s equality. All issues are dealt with froth women’s point

of view. Among the objectives of Pandora are the following:
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1. to encourage writing by women who would not
otherwise write for the public;

2. to bring forward issues and perspectives and
opinions which probably would not be found in the
mainstream media;

3. to assist women in acquiring the various skills
necessary to publish a newspaper.

It has been the clear editorial policy of Pandora that it will

accept letters and articles only if written by women.

Exhibit 22 is an extract from Pandora published

apparently in June, 1986. while the publication of exhibit 22

pre—dates the filing- of this complaint by about four years,

nonetheless I am satisfied that certain statements of policy set

out in the extract are applicable to the relevant time:

Pandora is a newspaper produced by, for
and about women. -

We actively seek participation on any
level from women who do not have access to
mainstream media. Low income women, women
of color, women involved in organized
labour and women who work without benefit
of organization, disabled women, native
women, lesbian women, women in conflict
with the law, immigrant women, older
women, younger women, ALL kinds of women,
are encouraged to contact members of the
Outreach working group or any Pandora
women, to explore their particulars ideas
and concerns.

We cannot accept material that is
intolerant or oppressive —— for example,
(but not exclusively) sexist, racist,
classist, homophobic, ageist or ablist.
We are, however, committed to working with
women to help them express their
experience in a positive way.
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Women are asked to write from their
personal experience as if writing a letter
to a close friend.

Pandora is a forum for women who are
speaking out of their experience ——

- expressing their perspective on issues
that are important to them. We do not
necessarily attempt to present all
perspectives in any one issue at any one
time.

Women who have concerns about anything
they find in Pandora are encouraged to
write a letter for the next issue.

Accordingly, on the basis of the evidence before me I

accept and find as a fact that Pandora and its newspaper Pandora

is a single sex organization of women designed to promote the

equality of women and to remedy disadvantages experienced by

women on the basis of sex. As such I am satisfied that Pandora

is justified in advantaging women over men in the promotion of

those goals.

The question, then, is whether the policy of accepting

letters written only by women falls within the ambit of the

privilege of Pandora to prefer women over men.

Evidence was led that certain other women’s publications

do not prohibit the publication of articles or letters written by

men. In particular Atlantis (Exhibit 9, Tab 3), Resources for

Feminist Research (Exhibit 9, Tab 4) and Kenisis (Exhibit 9, Tab

6) fall into this category. No evidence was presented as to why

that policy has been adopted by those publications. On the other

hand, there was also evidence of publications which, like

Pandora, restrict publication to material written by women.

Women’s Education (Exhibit 9, Tab 5) and Northern Woman Journal

(Exhibit 9, Tab 8) fall into this category.
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I also heard evidence from Rev. Darrell Grey. Rev. Grey

described himself as the owner of the Provincial Monitor, a black

newspaper published in this Province. Rev. Grey testified that

the Provincial Monitor did not have a policy limiting articles

and letters printed in the newspaper to those written by

blacks. Rev. Grey testified that in his opinion the newspaper

should generate and promote a free exchange of ideas. He also

testified that as advertising was carried in the newspaper funded

by the Provincial and Federal Governments he felt an obligation

not to discriminate against other than black writers.

I accept Rev. Grey’s evidence and evidence that there

are single sex publications which do not restrict letters and

articles to those written by women. However, in my opinion, this

evidence and this finding is in no way determinative of the

issues before me.

The publishers and editors of those publications may for

a variety of reasons consistent with the objectives and purposes

of their publications consider such policies appropriate. I do

not think, however, that I need find that it is absolutely

necessary for all women’s newspapers to have a policy of

excluding all material which is not written by women in order for

Pandora to justify its letter to the editor policy.

I can well accept that reasonable women might take

different views as to whether or not a women’s newspaper should

limit itself to letters and articles written by women only. I

can also accept that women might reasonably conclude that such a

policy is appropriate to one women’s publication having regard to

the circumstances and objectives of that publication and that it

is not appropriate to another having regard to its circumstances

and objectives. . .
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Exhibit 26 is an article written by Betty—Asin Lloyd and

published in Canadian Women’s Studies. I qualified Ms. Lloyd as

an expert but expressed some concern as to opinion evidence from

her having regard to her very close involvement with Pandora.

However, the article makes what I consider to be some very useful

factual points concerning Pandora which I set out as follows:

In the “Journey is Borne” (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1985) Nelle Morton takes about her
understanding of “hearing women into
speech.” She says we are powerful when we
provide a safe place for women to express

themselves —— when we listen is such a way
that women are heard into their own
speech. She says we are expressive when
other women provide that space and that
listening for us. She is saying, also,
that women cannot become powerful or
expressive by being spoken to, by being

spoken for or, especially, by being spoken
about. It is by being heard that women

become empowered.

And this is where I feel the feminist

press can begin to enter into an

effective, affirming relationship with the
women of our particular communities. Our
part is providing safe space so that women

who are so often silenced, so rarely
heard, can risk speaking, can find a
respectful, questioning and challenging

ear.

Women can use this space to speak of their

experience. They can speak of the

connections they have begun to make

between that experience and the experience

of other women. They can speak of the

analysis that grows out of making

connections, the visiofl that expands that

analysis and the strategies that further

the vision.

The foregoing extracts from the Lloyd article are, in my opinion,

consistent with the evidence which I heard at the hearing as to

the objectives and experience of Pandora from those witnesses

currently involved in the publication of the newspaper.
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I heard much evidence, again from the expert and lay

witnesses, that women require a “safe place” to write,

particularly concerning equality issues. In this context a “safe

place” is one occupied by women only. I was told that if Pandora

was not a \comen only publication many women would be reluctant to

expose their writing to debate and criticism by men. I was also

told that as Pandora circulates largely (but, admittedly, not

exclusively) in the community of women, and that women feel more

comfortable in discussing and dealing with issues relating to

equality than they do in the mainstream media or in media which

has a larger distribution among men. I was further told that the

purpose of Pandora was to deal with such issues as were

considered important and relevant to women and from a women’s

point of view. Concern was expressed that if men were allowed to

publish letters in Pandora they would at least to some extent

control the agenda of the publication, discourage at least some

women from publishing their writing (or at least expressing

freely their opinions and views) and that permitting such

participation by men would divert the time and energy of Pandora

from the purposes and objectives of the newspaper to dealing with

and responding to these views.

On the basis of the evidence which I have heard, I am

satisfied and find as a fact that a safe place for women’s

writing as that was defined in the evidence might reasonably be

considered appropriate and necessary for the promotion of women’s

equality and remedying disadvantage on the basis of sex.

In my opinion, it is not for me to make any fine

distinction as to whether or not the women only policy is

absolutely necessary for Pandora, only if it is a policy which

might reasonably be adopted in all the circumstances.
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In my opinion, such a policy is reasonable in the

circumstances. Pandora is by, for, and about women. It is a

women only publication designed to promote women’s equality and

to remedy disadvantage based on sex. It is not about men or

men’s issues. It deals with issues and opinions and points of

view not expected to be addressed in the mainstream media. Many

of the writers in Pandora would not participate fully if it were

not a women only publication. In the circumstances, it is, in my

opinion, reasonable for Pandora to maintain a policy of

publishing letters by women only in Pandora.

It is important to note that Pandora does not pretend to

be part of the mainstream media —— it is said not to be objective

but to present views on issues from a point of view. Pandora

does not even pretend to express the views of all women. Rather,

Pandora projects a feminist point of view taking the view that

the mainstream media, although purporting to be objective,

projects an other than feminist view.

It is also important to remember that Pandora represents

only one limited aspect of the lives of the women who are

involved in its publication and the women who read the

newspaper. As was pointed out to me by a number of witnesses,

all these women must, of course, function in the real world. In

that context Pandora provides a place where women’s views and

women’s views only are expressed.

It was suggested on behalf of the Commission and Mr.

Keyes that a distinction should be drawn between the letters to

the editor section of the newspaper and the balance of the

newspaper and membership in Pandora. In my opinion, I see no

distinction between material written by men if it is intended for

the letters to the editor section or the editorial section of

Pandora. While again I can accept that reasonable women might

have differences of opinion as to whether or not men should be
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excluded entirely from such a newspaper or should be allowed to

have letters to the editor published (provided that they meet the

editorial criteria of the newspaper) I cannot say that it is

unreasonable to maintain a policy of publishing writing by women

only. Indeed, that policy does appear to me to be consistent

with the overall objectives and policies of Pandora.

In my opinion, having regard to all the foregoing, the

policy of publishing only letters written by women is consistent

and reasonable having regard to the point of view of the

newspaper and its objectives. -

The necessary implication of Pandora’s letter writing

policy is discrimination in fact against men generally. They are

denied access to the newspaper. This, in my opinion, does not

constitute a violation of the Act. On the evidence I have heard

I am satisfied that the denial of access by Pandora to men does

not cause material or substantial harm to men, particularly in

comparison to the benefit to women of having a women’s only

publication dealing with women’s equality issues from women’s

perspective and providing a safe place for a wide variety of

women to express such views. I am satisfied and I find that men

have adequate opportunity to express their views and opinions in

the mainstream media without entry into this women’s place.

It was suggested that Pandora’s publication of extracts

from a letter written by Bill Donovan, regional manager of the

CEC (exhibit 9, tab 1) was not in accordance with Pandora’s

policy. The extract was published unsigned. A number of

explanations were profferred by various witnesses for the

publication of these extracts and the form of the publication. I

was not persuaded by any of these explanations that the

publication of those extracts was anything other than a brach of

the letter writing policy.
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However, even if the publication of those extracts was a

breach of Pandora’s letter policy, I attach no significance to

that. I do not see that a single publication of unattributed

extracts from a letter written by a man affects my finding that

Pandora indeed has a policy of publishing letters written only or

that such single publication in effect destroys that policy. -

After the Charter litigation in Blainey, that matter

then went forward on the basis of the Human Rights complaint in

Blainey v. Ontario Hockey Association (1988), 9 C.H.R.R., D/4543

35381. That case held that the organization of a women only

hockey league was not discrimination prohibited by the Ontario

Human Rights Act. Section 13(1) of the Ontario Act is reported

in the decision as providing as follows at the relevant time:

13.(l) A right under Part I is not

infringed by the implementation of a

special program designed to relieve

hardship or economic disadvantage or to

assist disadvantaged persons or groups to

achieve or attempt to achieve equal

opportunity or that is likely to

contribute to the elimination of the

infringement of rights under Part I.

This provision appears to me to be identical in substance to

Section 15(2) of the Charter and Section 6(i) of the amended

Act. I have already expressed my opinion that the legal content

of the prohibition against discrimination in the Act must be

afforded the same meaning as in Section 15 of the Charter.

The decision of the Board of Inquiry under the Ontario

Human Rights Code concluded as follows with respect to the

programme of a womens only hockey league:

I am satisfied that the hockey program

offered by the OWEA does, in fact, qualify

as a special program under section 13(1)

of the Code. The evidence clearly

establishes that as a group females in
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this province do not have the same

opportunity as males to play organized

competitive hockey. Female hockey must

continually struggle against the view that

hockey is a male only sport. It must also

struggle for access to ice time. Because

of these handicaps, the program offered by

the OWEA does not have the same level of

participation as does male hockey.

Further, while post—puberty females can

compete against similar age males in terms

of skill and intelligence, the majority

cannot compete in terms of size and

strength. Although pre—pubescent girls

can compete equally with pre—pubescent

males to allow young boys to play on

girls’ teams would lead to serious

difficulties for female hockey. Many

parents are opposed to their daughters

playing hockey, even on all—female

teams. - This opposition would likely

intensify if wales were permitted to play

on female teams. Most females desire to

play on all—female teams. To allow males

to play female hockey would likely result

in a large number of female players

deciding to leave the sport. It follows

that if males were permitted to play OWEA

hockey, even a small number of them would

likely have a major adverse effect on the

already limited opportunities for females

to play competitive hockey. My finding

that the OWEA’s program of female hockey

meets the requirements for a special

program under section 13(1) of the Code

means that OWEA teams can continue to

refuse to admit males without infringing

section 1 of the Code.

have accepted the evidence lead by Pandora as to the

reasonableness of a womens only newspaper and that the purpose of

Pandora is to remedy disadvantage and promote equality.

Accordingly, in my opinion, the same result should be reached

here as was reached in the Blainey case and acdordingly in my

opinion Pandora’s policy of publishing letters to the editor

written by women only is not discrimination as prohibited by

Section 12 of the Act.
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CONCLUSION

I am satisfied on the evidence before me that women as a

group have been and are disadvantaged and unequal in our society

by reason of sex. Accordingly, women are entitled to the

protection of Section 12 which prohibits discrimination on the

basis of sex.

I am also satisfied that as a matter of law the concepts

of equality and discrimination under the Act must be consistent

with those concepts in the Charter. McIntyre, J. in Andrews

stated that the promotion of equality in the prohibition against

discrimination has a more specific goal than the mere elimination

of distinctions and that identical treatment may produce

inequality. It follows, accordingly, that a disadvantaged group

may undertake a programme or activity which has as its object the

amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged .individuals or

classes of individuals including those discriminated against on

the basis f sex even if that results in distinctions being made

with respect to the advantaged group.

Finally, I am also satisfied that Pandora underlined is

an activity which has as its object the amelioration of

conditions of disadvantage to women based on sex. I am also

satisfied that Pandora’s policy of maintaining Pandora as a

single sex newspaper is reasonable for the purpose of

ameliorating disadvantage.

In the result, I find that Pandora was not in breach of

Section 12(l)(a) or Section 17 of the Act in its letters to the
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editor policy or its refusal to publish Mr. Keyes’ letter and

accordingly I dismiss the complaint.

Dated at Halifax, Nova Scotia this 17th day of March,

1992. - - -

Miller
Board of Inquiry
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Gene Keyes

V.

Pandora Publishing Association

SEX DISCRIMINATION—publication denied to male—fa
thers claiming custody rights as disadvantaged sub
group of males—PUBLICATIONS-—newspaper publica
tion of letter to the editor denied on basis of gender—
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION—validity of editorial policy as
special measure—EXEMPTIONS—-gender discrimination
exemption for newspaper—PUBLIC SERVICES AND FA
CILITIES—access to newspaper letters to the editor sec
tion

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES—definition of “service
customarily provided to members of the public”—

DISCRiMINATiON—definition of discrimination—HUMAN
RIGHTS—nature and purpose of human rights legisla
tion—tiuman rights Iegisiation subject to other enact
ments—EQUAUTY—reiaticnship between equality under
human rights legislation and equality under the Charter—
EVIDENCE—admissibility of extrinsic evidence

Summary: The Board of Inquiry finds that Pandora Publish
ing Association did not discriminate against Gene Keyes when
it refissed to publish, in Pandora, a letter he wrote to the editor.
Pandora, which is a women’s newspaper, has a policy ofpub
lishing only lettersfrom women readers,

Mr. Keyes alleged that he was discriminated against because of
his sex by the newspaper’s “women-only” policy. Pandora
Publishing Association takes the position that because women
are disadvantaged in Canadian society they need a ‘safe
place” to express their views about equality for women and
having that safe place” requires a women-only space. Pan
dora is a newspaper by, for, and about women.

The Board of Inquiry finds that women are a disadvantaged
group in Canadian society, and that Pandora is designed to
promote women’s equality and remedy disadvantage based on
sex. In light of this it is appropriate and reasonable to maintain
a policy ofpublishing only letters written by women. The policy
is consistent with the objectives of Pandora.

The Board rules that denial of access to men to Pandora does

copy
NOVA SCOTIA

SEX DISCRIMINATION / PUBLICATIONS
Indexed as: Keyes v. Pandora Publishing Assn. (No. 2)

not constitute a violation of the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act.
Complainant The concepts of equality and discrimination in the Act must be

consistent with these concepts in the Charter. Mcintyre J., in
Andrews v. Law Society of British Columbia, stated that the

R prohibition against discrimination has a more spec (fic goalespon ent than the mere elimination of distinctions and that identical
treatment may produce inequality. It follows accordingly that a
disadvantaged group may undertake a program or activity
which has as its object the amelioration of conditions of disad
vantaged individtsals or groups even if that results in distinc
tions being made with respect to the advantaged group.

The complaint is dismissed,

[Ed. note: See also interim decision on motion for determina
tion ofsettlement (1991), i6 C.H.R.R. 13/145.1
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THE COMPLAINT

[1] This is a complaint by Gene Keyes (“Keyes”) to the
Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission (the “Commission”)
against Pandora Publishing Association (‘Pandora”) pursu
ant to the provisions of the Human Rights Act [R.S.N.S. 1989,
C. 214] (the “Act”).

[2] Keyes currently is a resident of Halifax, Nova Scotia. He
holds a Ph.D. in political science, He is formerly a professor
of political science at St. Thomas University in Fredericton,
New Brunswick and at Brandon University in Brandon, Mani
toba. At the present time he works as a self-employed re
searcher in Halifax.

[3] Pandora is a society incorporated under the Societies
Act [R.SN.S. 1989, c. 435] of Nova Scotia. The Memorandum
of Association and Articles of Association of Pandora are
found at Exhibit 9, Tab 7,1 Testimony was given as to an
amendment to the articles and Exhibit 21 was tendered in
that respect. I am satisfied that Exhibit 21 properly sets out
an amendment to the Articles of Association of Pandora
which was properly past Isic] prior to the dates relevant to
this complaint. The amendment restricted membership in the
society to women. It also reflected the collective nature of
management and governance of the society’s affairs as spo
ken to in the evidence by various witnesses (particularly Bev
erly Stone, Sheila Morris, Mary Jones and Betty-Ann Lloyd).

Ed. note: Not published here.

[4] Pandora publishes a quarterly newspaper called Pan
dora. Pandora has distribution throughout the provinces of
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. I was told in the
evidence and it is stated in Pandora that Pandora is for, by
and about women.

[5] Pandora publishes a notice in each edition stating that
letters to the editor will be accepted only if they are written by
women. A sample of the notice is reproduced at Exhibit 9.
Tab 1. The relevant portion of the policy is as follows:

Pandora reserves the right to publish only letters that fall
within the guidelines of our editorial policy: letters must be
written by women and be women positive; we do not ac
cept material that is intolerant or oppressive.

We preter that letters are indirect response to an article or
current concern. Should it refer to an article appearing in
Pandora, the author of the article will be contacted and
given an opportunity to respond.

We will print letters anonymously, but at least two women
in Pandora must know the woman’s real name and have a
contact number for her.

Pandora reserves the right to edit for length; however, the
writer will be notified should this be necessary. request
that all letters include a phone number so we may contact
the writer should it become necessary.

[6] Keyes saw an article in the March 1990 edition of Pan
dora (Exhibit 10, entitled “Inequality Between men and
Men Strengthened by Father’s ‘Rights.” The article was ad
mitted into evidence over the objection of Ms. Derrick on
behalf of Pandora for the purpose of setting out the context in
which the complaint arose.

[7] I ruled that the content of the article and the opinions
expressed therein were not relevant to the Inquiry. I ruled that

I would not hear evidence concerning those views or other or
[sic] contrary opinions on the subject. The complaint before
me relates to Pandora’s letter policy, not to the publication or
contents of the article.

[8] The subject matter of the article is self-explanatory from
the title. Keyes had a particular interest in that subject matter.
He had been involved in long and protracted legal proceed
ings respecting custody of and access to his children. The
details of this litigation were not relevant to the Inquiry and
accordingly were not before me. I took it from the evidence
which was before me, however, that Keyes was not satisfied
with the results of those legal proceedings. I also understand
Mr. Keyes is of the opinion that he was discriminated against
in those legal proceedings because he is a man.

[9] In any event, Keyes decided that he wished to respond
to Exhibit 10 by writing a letter to the editor for publication in
Pandora. In the same general time frame as the article was
published. Keyes telephoned Pandora to inquire whether he
would be permitted to submit a letter. While there was no
direct evidence on this, presumably Keyes telephoned Pan
dora rather than simply sending a letter in for publication
because of Pandora’s stated letter policy. He spoke to a
woman, later identified as the witness Sheila Morris (pseud
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onym). who advised him that under no circumstances would
his letter be published because he was a man.

[10] Faced with this rebuff, Keyes did not then prepare or
send a letter to the editor of Pandora, He complained to the
Commission and on June 21, 1990. filed a formal complaint.
The complaint was as follows (Exhibit 6):

I am a Nova Scotian male. The letter policy of Pandora’s
Pubiishing Association as ouflined in the March. 1990,
issue of Pandora indicates that letters must be wnflen by
women. As a result I am prohibited from expressing my
views in Pandora. I allege I have been discriminated
against because of my sex in contravention of Sections
12(1) and 17 of the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act.

At the same time Keyes prepared a letter which he wished to
be published. He delivered the letter to the Commission,
which eventually provided a copy to Pandora. I ruled that the
contents of the letter were not relevant to this Inquiry and
refused to admit it in evidence.

[11] To the extent that it has any relevance or importance to
this Inquiry, I am satisfied that Keyes had a legitimate interest
in the subject matter of the article with which he took issue
and that he acted in good faith throughout.

(12] The complaint made by Keyes to the Commission
against Pandora was not resolved. Accordingly, this Board of
Inquiry was appointed on June 17. 1991. The appointment of
the Board (Exhibit 8) provided, in part, as follows:

The purpose of the Board of Inquiry is to investigate and
seek settlement of the following complaint:

That Pandora Publishing Association did, on or about
March, 1990, discriminate against Gene Keyes by deny
ing him services and advertisement by prohibiting him
from expressing his views because of his sex contrary to
Sections 12(1) (a) and 17 of the Human Rights Act.

[131 After two pre-hearing conferences on September 9,
1991, and December 13, 1991, and the hearing of a prelimi
nary motion by the Commission that the complaint had been
settled on December 13, 1991, I heard the evidence on the
complaint on January 13 through January 17, 1992, at Hali
fax, Nova Scotia. Subsequently, written submissions and re
buttal submissions were filed by the parties and oral argu
ment was heard on March 6, 1992.

[14] I will first deal with two rulings which I made in the
course of the hearing as to evidence sought to be led by the
parties and which I ruled would not be permitted.

MR. KEYES’ EVIDENCE OF AN ALLEGED
OISADVANTAGED SUB-GROUP OF MALES

[15] I was asked by the complainant, supported by the
Commission, to hear evidence in support of the proposition
that the plaintiff was a member of a disadvantaged sub
group of males, being divorced and separated fathers claim
ing custody or access rights to their children. Mr. Keyes
advised that in his view the disadvantage arose from a bias
in the laws of this province and in the application of those

laws by the legal system favouring women over men in cases
involving child custody and access.

[16] As I understand, it was submitted that if Pandora as a
single-sex organization intended to promote women’s equal
ity is justified in attempting to redress women’s inequality by
advantaging women by, inter a/ia, publishing letters written
only by women, then that ]uslification does not extend to
advantaging women over the sub-group proposed by Mr.
Keyes as in Mr. Keyes’ view that sub-group also is discrimi
nated against on the basis of sex. Accordingly, it was sug
gested that even if Pandora could advantage women over
men generally in its letter writing policy, it could not advan
tage women over this alLeged sub-group of men claimed to
have been discriminated against on the basis of sex.

[17] In my opinion, the proposition has no merit. I ruled that
I would not hear any evidence in support of the assertion that
divorced and separated fathers are discriminated against by
the laws and the legal system of this province on the basis of
sex. It was apparent to me from the remarks made on behalf
of the parties that to have embarked on such an inquiry
would have greatly extended the scope and length of the
hearing and the costs to all concerned. As I see no merit in
the proposition I do not consider that it would have been
appropriate to have heard the evidence proposed by Mr.
Keyes and contrary evidence which Ms. Derrick advised
would be led by Pandora.

[18] In the first place, it is clear on the evidence, and I find
as a fact, that Pandora did not discriminate against Mr.
Keyes because he was a divorced father but, rather, simply
because he was a man. This is apparent in the Pandora letter
policy (Exhibit 9, Tab 1) and the evidence of the Pandora
witnesses (particularly Ms. Stone, Ms. Jones and Ms. Lloyd).

[19] There was no evidence before me that Pandora was
even aware at the time of the refusal that Mr. Keyes was a
divorced or separated father claimed to have been unjustly
denied or restricted in his custody and access rights on the
basis of sex. Mr. Keyes testified as to his conversation with a
representative of Pandora (whom he could not identify) fol
lowing publication of the article with which he took issue. Mr.
Keyes’ testimony was vague as to whether or not he had
advised this person of his status. I cannot find on the basis of
Mr. Keyes’ evidence that he had communicated to the Pan
dora representative that he was a member of the sub-group
which he now asserts, and that on that basis he claimed a
right to have a reply to the article published in Pandora by
way of a letter to the editor, The Pandora representative who
took the telephone call, Ms. Jones, also testified. She was not
cross-examined on this point and there was no evidence
from her that she was aware of Mr. Keyes’ alleged special
interest in the article or his alleged special status.

[20] Thus, even if I accepted the proposition put to me that
Pandora was not entitled to advantage women over the al
leged disadvantaged sub-group of men, and even if it were
further established that the facts supported a finding of the
existence of such an alleged disadvantaged sub-group
based on sex, I would not have been satisfied that Pandora
had in fact discriminated against Mr. Keyes on this basis.
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Rather, Pandora’s refusal to print the letter was based on its
overall policy of refusing to publish any materials, letters or
otherwise, written by men.

[21] Secondly, accepting that a disadvantaged group
whose rights are given legal protection by the Act may prefer
the members of that group over the advantaged group, I
know of no authority to break down the advantaged group
further and to prohibit the disadvantaged group from prefer
ring its members over the members of an alleged disadvan
taged sub-group of the advantaged group.

[221 The assertion here is that the alleged disadvantaged
sub-group of the advantaged group is disadvantaged on the
same basis, sex, as is the disadvantaged group, women.
This case, accordingly, can easily be distinguished from a
complaint by members of a disadvantaged group protected
by the Act (such as on the basis of race) being discriminated
by another disadvantaged group also protected by the Act
(such as on the basis of sex). Disadvantage alone, of course,
is not sufficient to support Mr. Keyes’ proposition—it must be
disadvantage based on a prohibited ground of discrimina
tion as set out in the Act.

[23] In my opinion, it is implicit in the Act and in the right of
the disadvantaged group to prefer its members over the ad
vantaged group that individual members of the advantaged
group will be discriminated against (or will feel discriminated
against) in the course of promoting equality and advantaging

C
the disadvantaged group. Therefore, the mere fact that Mr.
Keyes feels discriminated against on the basis of sex as a
result of Pandora’s letter writing policy, does not /pso facto
negate Pandora’s right to preferwomen in its publication.

[24] I do not see any basis, at least in this case, to find that
disadvantage on the basis of sex to individuals or even a
sub-group of the male group (even if that were in tact estab
lished) should limit Pandora’s right to advantage women.

[251 In any event, I am not convinced that the alleged sub
group referred to by Mr. Keyes is in fact a disadvantaged
group within the ambit of the Act even if the alleged discrimi
nation based on sex could be established. The sub-group
proposed by Mr. Keyes is very different than the groups
whose protection clearly is recognized by the Act (such as
women, minority racial groups and the disabled) who clearly
are the victims of discrimination and disadvantage in society
because of who they are. Mr. Keyes’ sub-group, on the other
hand, is formed only as the result of individual judicial deci
sions affecting individual cases. Clearly, it was acknowl
edged by Mr. Keyes that not all fathers fall into the disadvan
taged sub-group. It is as a result of these individual
decisions that Mr. Keyes and, apparently, certain other fa
thers consider themselves to have been discriminated
against on the basis of sex. There was no suggestion of the
alleged sub-group having any other characteristics in com
mon to pre-determine the discrimination based on sex. It was
not said that.jl men are denied custody or reasonable ac
cess rights to their children. There was no suggestion that
these men are generally discriminated against or disadvan

C
taged on the basis of sex. Accordingly. I do not see this
alleged sub-group as the kind of group intended to be pro
tected by the Act.

[26] Thirdly. even if I did accept that Mr. Keyes’ a!!eged
sub-group could be protected under the Act and even if I
were satisfied that such discrimination based on sex against
that sub-group had existed, I would not have found that this
limited Pandora’s right to prefer women in its letters to the
editor policy.

[27] The evidence which I heard at the hearing satisfied me
that historically, and to the present day, women as a group in
our society have suffered substanfially [sic] inequality and
disadvantages in all aspects of public and private life. I am
also satisfied that this inequality continues to the present day
to a sufficient degree, that it is reasonable that women’s
groups may decide to form women-only organizations. such
as Pandora, for the promotion of women’s equality and that
such organizations may advantage women over men.

[28] The evidence which I heard as to women’s disadvan
tage and inequality ranging over the whole sphere of public
and private life contrasts sharply with the inequality based on
sex alleged by Mr. Keyes in respect of his rights to custody of
or access to his children. While I do not trivialize the impor
tance of those rights to Mr. Keyes or, indeed, to any other
parent. I do find that the discrimination al!eged by Mr. Keyes
relates to a single facet of his overall public and private !ife. I
cannot accept that such single facet discrimination (even if
proved) could override the rights of women to single-sex
organizations promoting their equality on a broad range of
issues in the private and public spheres. As I am satisfied
that Pandora could reasonably decide on a single-sex policy
advantaging women over men with a view to promoting wom
en’s equality, and as I am further satisfied that the purposes
and aims of Pandora in promoting women’s equality would
be substantially disrupted by permitting men to participate in
Pandora, even to the limited extent of writing letters to the
editor, I cannot find that this alleged single facet discrimina
tion complained of by Mr. Keyes would’be sufficient to inter
fere with Pandora’s rights.

[29] Further, I also note that while Mr. Keyes may consider
himself disadvantaged on the basis of sex as respects his
claim for custody of or access to his children, the fact re
mains that, other than in this respect, he remains a member
of the dominant group with all the advantages that pertain to
that advantaged group as explained to me in the evidence.
Thus, I do not see that it is necessary or even important to Mr.
Keyes or the other members of his alleged sub-group to have
access to Pandora. They have other, and adequate means of
public expression of their views. On the other hand, to permit
access by some part of the advantaged group to a single-
sex publication of the disadvantaged group would be to im
port into that publication the difficulties and disadvantages
which I was told women experienced in their dealings with
men and would thereby, to some material degree at east.
defeat the purpose of such an organization and the pur
poses of the Act in promoting equality by preferring oisad
vantaged groups.

[30] For these reasons, even if Mr. Keyes could establish
the alleged discrimination against divorced or separated fa
thers, seeking custody of or access to their children, on the
basis of sex, I would not have found that this required Pan-
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dora to make an exception for that sub-group of men as
respects its letter writing policy of printing letters written by
women only.

[31] Fourthly, I do not consider the issue raised by Mr.
Keyes to be before me on this Inquiry or within the range of
this Inquiry.

[32] Mr. Keyes’ complaint to the Commission was as fol
lows:

I am a Nova Scotian male. The letter policy of Pandora’s
Publishing Association as outlined in the March, 1990.
issue of Pandora indicates that tellers must be written by
women. As a result am prohibited from expressing my
views in Pandora. I allege I have been discriminated
against because of my sex in contravention of Sections
12(1) and 1701 the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act,

[33] My appointment as the Board of Inquiry pursuant to
that complaint was as follows:

The purpose of the Board of Inquiry is to investigate and
seek settlement of the following complaint:

That Pandora Publishing Association did, on or about
March, 1990, discriminate against Gene Keyes by deny
ing him services and advertisement by prohibiting him
from expressing his views because of his sex contrary to
Sections 12(1) (a) and 17 of the Human Rights Act.

[34] The complaint as advanced by Mr Keyes and my ap
pointment were in respect of Pandora’s letter writing policy
limiting letters to be published to those written by women.
That is the matter I have been directed to inquire into and
that is the limit of my authorhy.

[35] Mr. Keyes alleged bias in the Nova Scotia legal system
based on sex against fathers seeking custody of or access
rights to their children. Mr Keyes complains that the laws of
this province favour women over men in such cases in a
general sense. He further alleged that such a bias is re-en
forced and implemented by the administration of justice in
this province by lawyers, court officials and judges. That. I
understand, is the basis of his allegation that he and others
like him are discriminated against on the basis of sex.

[36] Such an inquiry is, in my opinion, tar outside this com
plaint and far beyond the scope of this Inquiry. To embark on
an inquiry as to whether or not there is a systemic or institu
tional bias in the legal system of this province and in the
administration of justice in this province against fathers in
child custody and access cases on the basis of sex, and to
make a determination in that respect would, in my opinion,
amount to me usurping an authority which I do not have.
Accordingly, I refused to embark on any such inquiry.

[37] Further, and finally, objection was taken to this line of
inquiry by Ms. Derrick on behalf of Pandora. Ms. Derrick
asserted that she was taken by surprise and advised that if
the evidence proposed by Mr Keyes were adduced Pan
dora would be prejudiced in its defence and would require
additional evidence.

[38] There are, of course, no pleadings in the usual or for
mal sense on this Inquiry. However, as noted, in my opinion,
the jurisdiction of this Board is framed by the complaint and
the appointment by the Minister

[39] At my request an initial pre-hearing conference was
held with the parties on September 9, 1991. At that time, with
some difficulty, dates were agreed to for the hearing and
subsequently, for argument. It also was agreed to for the
preliminary motion which was heard on December 13, 1991.
At that time I asked counsel to consider the issues which
would be before the Board so that there would be no sur
prises and no difficulty with the presentation of the evidence.
I was much concerned as to the possibility of requests for
adjournments and needlessly prolonging both f he evidence
on the Inquiry and the time frame in which dates could be
obtained should an adjournment be necessary. I prepared a
memorandum of the conference, which was circulated to the
parties, which included the following as respects my request
for advice as to the issues:

issues
As there are no formal pleadThgs as such, the parties will
endeavour to agree on a statement of the issues on the
Inquiry. Failing agreement, the parties will provide a state
ment of what they indMdu&ly consider to be the issues.

[40] The second pre-hearing conference was held after the
hearing of the preliminary moticn on December 13, 1991.
again made a request to be advised of the issues on the
Inquiry and asked that brief pre-hearing submissions outlin
ing the issues and the essential positions of the parties be
submitted by January 6, lgg2. I again prepared a memoran
dum of the conference which I circulated to the parties. I said
as follows with respect to the question of the issues:

Issues
It was generally agreed that the issue on the hearing of
the inquiry is as set out in Ms. Derrick’s letter of December
6. 1991 to me. Mr Keyes made reference to the publica
tion of the Notice of the letter policy, the refusal to publish
his letter and the refusal to publish letters written by men
generally. It appeared, however, that this distinction did
not affect the essential issue to be determined.

[41] The letter of December 6, 1991, from Ms. Derrick re
ferred to in the memorandum stated as follows with respect
to the issues on the Inquiry:

1. Does Pandora Publishing’s letter policy constitute sex
discrimination under the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act, in
particular, does it constitute a violation of ss. 12(1) (a) and!
ors. 17?

[42] Mention had been made on a number of occasions
that the contents of the article to which Mr. Keyes took ex
ception, and the opinions and views of the authors of those
articles on the question of child custody and access were not
in issue before me.

[43] Certainly, I understood from the complaint, the ap
pointment, and the discussions with the parties at the pre
hearing conference that the issue on the Inquiry was the
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letter writing policy of Pandora preferring women over men in
a general sense. I agreed with Ms. Derrick’s objection that
Mr. Keyes was attempting to frame the evidence on the hear
ing in a very different manner than had been understood to
that date and that it would be procedurally unfair to Pandora
to permit the hearing to move forward on that basis and to
permit such evidence to be adduced.

[44] Accordingly, quite apart from the foregoing reasons I
would not have permitted this Inquiry to proceed other than
on the basis of Pandora’s general letter policy prohibiting
publication materials written other than by women.

ADMISSIBILITY OF CRTC AND MEDIMVATCK REPORTS

[45] I was asked by counsel for Pandora to admit into evi
dence without formal proof and without cross-examination
two reports:

1. Portrayal of Gender in Canadian Broadcasting CRTC,
1990 (the “Erin Report’);

2. Sexism in Canadian Newspapers, Mediawatch, 1990.

I was told that these reports dealt with ttie portrayal of women
and women’s issues in the mainstream media in Canada.
The CRTC is a federal administrative and regulatory body.
Mediawatch was described in the evidence of Ms. Forsyth-
Smith as a private organization.

[46] It was suggested that the evidence was admissible as

C extrinsic evidence. I was referred to pp. 75—96 of Evidence
and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (WH. Charles,
Thomas A. Crcarwell & Keith Jobson, Toronto: Butterworths.
1989). In that work the authors state as follows at p.75:

Defined very broadly, extrinsic evidence can include any
material external to the statute being interpreted. This
would include such items as prior versions of the same
statute or other statutes, “in pan teria”. Usually, however,
the term is used to describe materials relating in some
way to the legislative process leading to enactment.

After reviewing the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada
in Reference re Residential Tenancies Act, [1981] 1 5CR.
714 the authors summarize what they describe as “basically
a codification or summary of the situation in Canada insofar
as the judicial use of extrinsic evidence is concerned” as
follows at p. 78:

1. Extrinsic evidence may be admitted to show the oper
ation and effect of the legislation.

2. Extrinsic evidence may be admitted to show the true
purpose and object of the legislation.

3. Extrir.sic evidence cannot be used as an aid to the
constwctton of a statute.

4. Generally, speeches made inside the legislature are
inadmissible because they have littie weight.

5. Extrinsic evidence may be admitted 10 show the gen
eral background against which the legislation is enacted;

BUT

6. Evidence is inadmissible if it is inherently unreliable or
against public policy.

They go on to say:

Other extrinsic evidence may be admitted to show (a) the
operation and effect of the statute or the true purpose of
the legis!ahcn or to outline the general background
against ‘which the legislat;on was passed

This evidence merely provides the coun with additiora’
informaton, apart from the text of the legislation, Iron,
which inferences may be drawn by the court as to the
most appropriate meaning to be given to legislative lan
guage. Such evidence cannot be used as direct evidence
of legislative intention.

The authors also point out that the courts (p. 78)

recognizing that they are involved in a special interpreta
tive process, when conlronted with a Charter issue
have elected to be guided by principles that direct a lib
eral interpretation of the Charter. Such an approach per
mits and dictates a generous use of extrinsic evidence.

[47] Counsel were unable to provide me with any authority
as to the requirement, if any, for proof of such extrinsic evi
dence if found to be admissible,

In my opinion. the reports in question are not extrinsic evi
dence in this Inquiry. I will not order that they be admitted in
evidence as extrinsic evidence.

I do not see how the reports fit into any of the categories of
extrinsic evidence set out by Dickson C.J. Extrinsic evidence
appears to be admissible for the purpose of assisting inter
pretation and application of specific legislation.

[48] The provisions of the Act at issue are the portion of the
preamble dealing with equalities of rights and s. 12 prohibit
ing discrimination on the basis of sex. The reports as de
scribed to me would not assist me in determining the mean
ing of the word “equal” as used in the preamble nor what
amounts to sex discrimination as prohibited by s. 12. Further,
admission of the reports would not assist me in a determina
tion of the evil to be remedied by the Act and, particularly,
5. 12 except, perhaps, in the narrowest sense of inequality
and disadvantage suffered by women on the basis of sex in
the media. If the legislation in question dealt specifically with
discrimination against women in the media those reports
might conceivably have been relevant as extrinsic evidence.
However, s. 12 of the Act and the complaint before me raise
issues relating to women generally and not specifically to
women employed in the media.

[49] The issues of women’s specific inequality and a disad
vantage on the basis of sex in the mainstream media is, at
best, a collateral issue on this Inquiry. Evidence in that partic
ular respect was led. as I took it, to support Pandora’s
women only policy. In light of the evidence I heard as to
women’s general inequality and disadvantage in society
based on sex, I would have been satisfied that Pandora was
justified in making a women only policy and that such policy
was reasonable whether or not I had been satisfied as to
women’s specific inequality and disadvantage based on sex
in the mainstream media. Pandora is a private women’s pub
lication (in the sense that it is for, by and about women)
directed at women’s equality and remedying disadvantage
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based on sex relating to a broad range of issues not limited

to the media.

[501 Accordingly, at best, the reports are relevant to estab

lish such inequality and disadvantage based on sex in the

mainstream media. In that respect, notwithstanding the

power which I am satisfied that I have under reg. 7 made

pursuant to the 1991 amendments to the Act to admit such

written hearsay evidence, I am persuaded by the objections

made by Mr. Duplak on behalf of the Commission that I

should not admit the report without the opportunity for cross-

examination. Ms. Derrick advised that if the report would only

be admitted if properly proved and subject to cross-exami

nation she would not attempt further to tender the reports in

evidence.

[51] However, as stated elsewhere in this decision, I am

satisfied on the evidence before me that women suffer from
inequalities and disadvantages based on sex in respect of

participation in the mainstream media and the portrayal of

women and the treatment of women’s issues in that media as
an aspect of women’s overall inequality and disadvantages

based on sex in society.

Accordingly, the reports were not admitted into evidence on

this Inquiry.

WOMEN’S INEQUALITY AND DISADVANTAGE

[52] The Commission did not lead viva voce evidence on its
•: principal case. An exhibit volume (Exhibit 9) was tendered by

the parties by agreement. Keyes testified on his own behalf
and as well called two witnesses, Reverend Darrell Grey and
Mark Hurcko. Keyes called one witness in rebuttal, Charles
Phillips and gave rebuttal evidence himself.

[53] Pandora called a number of witnesses. I heard testi
mony from Beverly Stone, Sheila Morris and Mary Jones who
are now all involved in the production of Pandora. I also
heard testimony from Betty-Ann Lloyd who was the founder
of Pandora, Additional witnesses called were Rebecca West,
Janet Rice, Brenda Thompson, Muriel Dixon, Anne Bishop
and Diane Day.

[54] In addition, Pandora also presented expert evidence
from the following witnesses whom I qualified as set out:

1. Dr. Margaret Conrad—History of men and Women’s
Status in Nova Scotia;

2. Donna Smyth—Women in Language and Writing, Uses of
Language by Women and The Significance of Wmen’s Only
Spaces;

3. Dr. Marguarite Cassin—Social Organization of Know!
edge, Feminism, Gender Inequality and Management and
Organization;

4. Debbie Forsyth-Smith—Treatment of men in the Main
stream Media, Treatment of Vmen in Society and The Role
and Function of men’s Only Space;

C
S. Belly-Ann Lloyd—men and Literacy, Power Relation
ships between Reader and Writer and The Role of Vmen
Only Spaces;

6. Sharon Fraser—Journalism in Mainstream and Non-
Mass Media and The Role of Vtmen’s Only Spaces;

7, Leah M.F. Nomm—Therapist.

8. Dr. Blye Fraser—Social Organization and Construction of
Gender and Masculinity and Nature and Function of Male
Privilege.

The qualifications of all the above noted experts were agreed
to by the other parties with the exception of Leah M.F. Nomm.
After hearing evidence, cross-examination and argument
with respect to Ms. Nomm’s qualifications I qualified her as
an expert, but more narrowly than had been requested by
Pandora.

[55] Much evidence, both expert and lay and essentially
uncontradicted, was presented to me through the course of
the hearing concerning the historical development of wom
en’s status in society and the current status of women. In
conjunction with that evidence I also heard evidence of both
an historical and current nature concerning inequalities and
disadvantages suffered by women by reason of sex in rela
tion to men on a broad spectrum of public and private as
pects of life. I was given many examples of discrimination
and inequality in women’s participation in domestic life, edu
cation, employment and business, and government and poli
tics.

[56] Based on this evidence, which I accept, I find as a Fact
that women as a group are and remain materially disadvan
taged and unequal to men as a group by reason of sex in fact
if not in law.

[57] Evidence was led and I was asked to consider the
particular disadvantages suffered by certain sub-groups of
women by reason of sex. I was referred, by way of example,
to women who are victims of violence by men and to lesbi
ans. I do not, however, make any findings with respect to
discrimination on the basis of sex against those sub-groups
nor do I take that evidence into account in my findings and
decision as respects Keyes’ complaint.

[58] In my opinion, insofar as I am required to consider the
inequality of women and the disadvantages experienced by
women on the basis of sex in this Inquiry, I should do so on
the basis of women generally and not as respects any partic
ular sub-groups. Pandora, as explained to me, does not limit

its participation or activities to sub-groups of women other,
perhaps, than on the basis of acceptance of certain political
positions. The Pandora witnesses acknowledged that Pan
dora is not representative of all women who share Pandora’s
political views. However, as I understand, that is not by de
sign or exclusion. Thus, as I see it, the letter writing policy of
Pandora is for the benefit of women in a general sense (sub
ject to accepting Pandora’s political positions) and not for the
benefit of specific sub-groups.

[59] I have already stated my opinion that whether or not
Keyes is the member of a sub-group of males disadvantaged

by reason of sex cannot limit the rights of Pandora to prefer

women at the expense of men. In my opinion, just as such an

alleged sub-group of men cannot limit Pandora’s right, so

Pandora cannot extend rights or privileges to women gener
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ally based on considerations relating only to certain sub
groups which are said to be particularly the victims of dis
crimination, disadvantage and inequality based cn sex.

[60] In my opinion, the right of Pandora to maintain its wom
en only letter policy must be decided in relation to the posi
tion of women generally and not with respect to any particu
lar sub-groups or collection of sub-groups of women.

[61] In addition to the evidence that women are generally
disadvantaged and unequal in society and are discriminated
against on the basis of sex, I also heard particular evidence
that women are disadvantaged in discourse (written or oral)
with men generally. I was told that men tend to dominate
such discourse and to direct such discourse and that wo
men tend to be disadvantaged in such circumstances. I ac
cept this evidence, Further, there was also expert and lay
evidence dealing in particular with women’s participation in
and treatment by the media as an aspect of discourse. I was
told that the mainstream media tends to ignore women’s is
sues and to portray women’s issues (and indeed issues gen
erally) from the point of view of men rather than women. I was
also told that such media tends to portray women in un
favourable light and gives only limited access to women and
women’s issues.

[62] In addition, there was evidence adduced of limited
opportunities for women to work in the media, either as writ
ers/broadcasters or in management.

[63] Finally, as respects the media I was told of difficulties
of many women having access to the mainstream media.
Reference was made to the difficulties many such women
[sic] writing letters or articles for publication and the reluc
tance of women to engage in debate in the mainstream
media on issues related to women’s inequality and, particu
larly, to engage in discourse and debate in the media with
men on such issues.

[64] I permitted evidence as to women’s disadvantage and
inequality in the media only because Pandora publishes a
newspaper. Based on the evidence which I have heard I am
satisfied that the disadvantage and inequality based on sex
from which women suffer in society in general is also found in
the media.

SERVICE.. ,CUSTOMARILY PROVIDED TO MEMBERS
OFThE PUBLIC -

[65] Mr. Keyes’ complaint was that Pandora allegedly
acted in breach of ss. 12(1)(a) and 17 of the Human Rights
Act in refusing to publish his letter to the editor because he
was a man.

[66] At the hearing the parties agreed that the reference to
s. 17 did not add any matters of substance to the complaint
in addition to s. 12(1) (a).

C
[67] The initial question for determination is whether or not
the letters to the editor section of Pandora is a “service.
customarily provided to members of the public.”

[68] In the course of argument Ms. Derrick, on behalf of
Pandora, stated that Pandora did not rest its defence of ils
letter writing policy on any general right of newspapers to
exclude letters to the editor for whatever reason they might
choose. Accordingly, I was not asked to consider whether or
not the letters to the editor section was other than a service
customarily provided to members of the public in the context
of the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Gay Alli
ance Toward Equality v. Vancouver Sun, [1979] 2 SC.R. 435,
27 NP. 117. Ms. Derrick submitted in her memorandum of
argument that decision might well have been decided differ
ently under the Charter of Rights.

[69] Further, Ms. Derrick agreed that a service could not be
rendered something other than one customarily provided to
members of the public simply as the result of the provider
deciding to limit the service cn the basis of a ground ol
discrimination prohibited by the Act.

[70] Rather, Ms. Derrick submitted on behalf of Pandora
that even if the letters to the editor section of a newspaper is
a service customarily provided to members of the public, the
letters to the editor section of Pandora is not in fact provided
to members of the public generally, but rather only to wcnien.
and that that limitation is justified by reason of what Pandora
says is the right of women to (in this case) a single-sex news
paper for the purpose of remedying disadvantage and pro
moting equality. Accordingly, as I understand it, Pandora’s
argument that its letters to the editor page is not a service
customarily provided to members of the public stands or falls

with its argument that in law it is permitted under the Act to
maintain a single-sex newspaper for the purpose of remedy
ing disadvantage and promoting the equality of women.

EQUALITY AND DISCRIMINATiON

[71] The Preamble to the Act provides in part as follows:

AND WHEREAS in recognition that human rights must be
protected by the rule of law, this legislature affirms the
principle that every person is tree and equal in dignity and
rights without regard to.. . sex.

Section 12 of the Act provides as follows:

No person shall deny to or discriminale against any indi
vidual or class of individuals because of the sex of the
individual or class of individuals, in providing or refusing
to provide any of the following:

(a) . . . services and faciäties customarily provided to
members of the public;

I am satisfied that one of [he purposes of the Act is to pro
mote equality by prohibiting discrimination on the basis of
sex.

[72] The Supreme Court of Canada considered the mean
ing of “equality” and “discrimination” in Andrews v. Law Sod
ery of British Columbia, [19891 1 5CR. 143 [10 C.H.R.R.
D/571 9] (“Mdrews) in the context of s. 15 of the Charter of
Rights which provides as follows:

(1) Every individual is equal before and under the law
and has the right to the equal protection and
equal benefit of the law without discrimination
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and, in particular, without discrimination based on
race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex,
age or mental or physical disability.

(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, pro
gram or activity that has as its object the ameliora
tion of conditions of disadvanlaged individuals or
groups including those that are disadvantaged
because of race, national or ethnic origin, colour.
religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.

[73] McIntyre J. reviewed at some length at pp. 172—76
[D/5744—O/5748] the concept of discrimination. His Lordship
referred to the human rights acts of the various provinces
which had been enacted prior to the Charter. He stated (at
p.175 [D/5746, para. 41760]) that “in general, it may be said
that the principles which have been applied under the hu
man rights acts are equally applicable in considering ques
tions of discrimination under section 15(1).” He also stated
(at p176 [D15747, para. 41761]) that “discrimination under
section 15(1) will be of the same nature and in descriptive
terms will fit the concept of discrimination developed under
the human rights acts

[74] In defining discrimination His Lordship stated as fol
lows at p174 [D15746, para. 41759]:

I would say then that discrimination may be described as
a distinction, whether intentional or not but based on
grounds relating to personal characteristics of the individ
ual or group, which has the effect of imposing burdens,
obligations, or disadvantages on such individual or group
not imposed upon others, or which withholds or limits ac
cess to opportunities, benefits, and advantages available
to other members of society. Distinctions based on per
sonal characteristics attributed to an individual solely on
the basis of association with a group will rarely escape the
charge of discrimination, while those based on an indi
vidual’s merits and capacities will rarely be classed.

[75] His Lordship also addressed the concept of equality
(at pp. 163—71 [D/5738—D/5744]). He stated at p. 171
[D/5744, para. 41 755] as follows:

It must be recognized, however, as well that the promotion
of equality under s. 15 has a much more specific goal than
the mere elimination of distinctions. If the Charter was in
tended to eliminate all distinctions, then there would be no
place for sections such as 27 (multicultural heritage); 2(a)
(freedom of conscience and religion): 25 (aboriginal rights
and freedoms); and other such provisions designed to
safeguard certain distinctions- Moreover, the fact that
identical treatment may frequently produce serious in
equality is recognized in s, 15(2), which states that the
equality rights ins- 15(1) do “not preclude any law, pro
gram or activity that has as its object the amelioration of
conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups,

[76] The question then is whether under the Act, as it stood
at the relevant time, a program or activity whose object was
to promote equality and to remedy disadvantages of a disad
vantaged group protected under the Act by favouring the

C disadvantaged group over the advantaged group consti
tuted discrimination prohibited by s. 12 of theAct.

[77] As I have set out above, McIntyre J. was satisfied that
“identical treatment may frequently produce serious inequal
ity” (p. 171 [D/5744, para. 41755]). I note, however, that he
was able to hold that equal treatment was not always re
quired to comply with the Charter by reason of the provision
of s, 15(2).

[78] At the relevant time the Act did not contain a provision
analogous to s. 15(2) of the Charter. I do not see, accord
ingly, that applying the usual principles of statutory interpre
tation alone, I can construe the word “discriminate” as used
ins. 12 of the Act to permit a disadvantaged group to make a
distinction against the advantaged group without an exemp
tion from the Commission having been sought and obtained.

[79] However, it was submitted on behalf of Pandora that as
a matter of law I must construe and apply the word “dis
criminate” as used in the Act in a manner consistent with the
concept of discrimination as set out in the Charter and the
decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada in relation thereto.
As I understood, it was submitted that if the legal content of
the word “discriminate” as used in the Act was as asserted
by the Commission (that is, that the prohibition against dis
crimination was absolute) theAct would be in conflict with the
Charter and could not stand in that respect. As such, it was
submitted that the legal content of discrimination under the
Act must be the same as under the Charter.

[80] I raised in the course of the oral argument the question
as to whether or not this issue could or should have been
dealt with by way of judicial review prior to the hearing of this
Inquiry. I was told that counsel considered that a factual
basis was necessary for any such determination by the court
and that accordingly this Board of Inquiry had to proceed.

[81] I was much concerned as to my jurisdiction to deter
mine whether or not the legal content of the prohibition
against discrimination under the Act was the same as the
prohibition against discrimination under the Charter in the
absence of the equivalent of s. 15(2) of the Charter.

[82] In Canada (Attorney General) v. Martin (1990), 13
C.H.R.R. D/517 (RCT.D.), Mr. Justice Rouleau dealt with an
application by the Attorney General of Canada for an order to
quash a decision of the Canadian Human Rights Commis
sion to refer a question of whether s, 15(b) of the Canadian
Human Rights Act [R.SC. 1985, c, H-6] violates s- 15 of the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms to a Tribunal for hearing and
determination. The case arose out of a complaint based on
mandatory retirement for members of the Canadian Armed
Forces,

[83] The Court held that the Commission’s decision to refer
the question of the constitutional validity of s. 15(b) of the
Canadian Human Rights Act (which provides that it is not a
discriminatory practice to retire a person who has reached
the maximum age that applies to that person’s employment
by law of regulation) to a Tribunal for hearing and determina
tion was within its jurisdiction and was reasonable. Further,
the Federal Court was of the view that it was bound by the
Tetreault-Gadoury v, Canada (Employment and Immigration
Commission) (1989), 53 D.L.R. (4th) 384 decision of the Fed-
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eral Court of Appeal which held that the inferior Tribunals
have the authority to hear and determine Charter issues.

(84] Since the Martin decision, supra, the Supreme Court of
Canada held in Cuddy Chicks Ltd. v. Ontario (Labour Rela
tions Board), [199112 SC.R. 5 (“Cuddy Chicks”) that admin
istrative tribunals which are granted the authority to decide
“any question of law or fact’ have the jurisdiction to address
questions regarding the constitutional validity of their own
legislation and also have the obligation to apply the law in a
way that complies with the Constitution. Additional support
for this authority is found in Tetreault-Gadounj v, Canada
(Employment and Immigration Commission), [1991] 2 5CR.
22(5CC.).

[85] Section 34(7) of the Act confers this jurisdiction upon
the Board of Inquiry:

A board of inquiry has jurisdiction and authority to deter
mine any question of fact or law or both required to be
decided in reaching a decision as to whether or not any
person has contravened this Act or for the making of any
order pursuant to such decision.

[SB) As I understand the decision of the Supreme Court of
Canada in Cuddy Chicks, supra, where a tribunal is required
as part of its statutory functions to apply or interpret legisla
tion relating to its own jurisdiction, it also has the authority to
declare such legislation contrary to the Charter. The board of

t
inquiry must apply the provisions of the Act and I have con
cluded that I have the jurisdiction to interpret and apply the
Act in light of the Charter.

[87] I must first consider the relationship between the Char
ter and the Act.

Canadian National Railway Co. v. Canada (Canadian Human
Rights Commission), [1987] 1 5CR. 1114 [8 C.H.R.R,
D/4210j (“Action travaiP’) is, in my opinion, of assistance in
the interpretation of human rights legislation. The decision
was written by then Chief Justice Dickson. At p. 1136
[D14225, para. 33242], he referred to an earlier decision writ
ten by Mr. Justice Mcintyre for the unanimous Court in Winni
peg School Division No. I v. Craton, [1985] 2 5CR. 150 at
156 [6 CHAR. D13014 at D/3016, para. 24270], 161 N,R.
241 as follows:

Human rights legislation it ot a special nature and de
clares public policy regarding mailers of general concern.
it is not constitutional in nature in the sense that it may not
be altered, amended, or repealed by the Legislature. it is,
however, of such nature that it may not be altered. amend
ed, or repealed, nor may exceptions be created to its
provisions, save by clear legislative pronouncements.

In the same case, Mr. Justice Dickson said human rights
legislation should be recognized as a fundamental law, not
just another ordinary law of general application.

(88) in Attorney General of Canada v. Mossop (1990), 12
CHAR. D/355 (F.C.A.), there was an allegation that a col
lective agreement was discriminatory in its failure to accord
a homosexual family the same treatment with respect to time
off for death of a member of “immediate family” as accorded

to other families. Leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of
Canada was granted on January 25, 1991.

(89) A single member Tribunal established under the Cana
dian Human Rights Act that the homosexual relationship be
tween Mossop and his partner fell within the meaning of
“family status” under the Canadian Human Rights Act. Sex
ual orientation is not a protected ground under the Canadian
Human Rights Act. The Federal Court of Appeal concluded
that the Tribunal erred in its decision. Marceau J.A. took the
view that the Charter could not be used “as a kind of ipso
facto legislative amendment machine requiring its doctrine
to be incorporated in the human rights legislation by stretch
ing the meaning of terms beyond their boundaries” (p. D1362
(para. 32]). Mr. Justice Marceau said human rights codes
impact on areas of the private sector of economic life which
are not readily seen to tall within the scope of the Charter.

[90] He went on to address the link between Charter and
human rights legislation at p.362 [para. 39) as follows:

For another thing, the Charter contains within it a general
balancing mechanism, in the form ot s. 1, which is no:
present in human riohts codes. To advance their position
tnat the human rights legislation and the Charter must be
linked together, the respondent and the Commission re
terred to a passage in the reasons of McIntyre J. in An
drews v. Law Society of British Columbia, (1989)1 SC.R.
143, 56 D.LR. (4th) 1. 10 C.H.R.R. D15719, at p. 176
(5CR.. D15747 C.H.P.R]. reading:

While discrimination under s. 15(1) will be of the
same nature and in descriptive terms wit fit the
conceot of discrimination developed under the
human rights Acts, a further step will be required
in order to decide whether discriminatory laws
can be iustified under s. 1. The onus will be on the
state to establish this. This is a distinct step called
for under the Charter which is not found in most
human rights Acts, because in those Acts justifl
cation for or defence to discrimination is generaliy
found in specific exceptions to the substantive
rights.

The passage, in my view, helps me to make my point.
These specific exceptions (e.g., bona tide occupational
requirements) are present in human rights legislation as a
result of consideration by the legislatures, and quite possi
bly as a result of political compromise reached through
the democratic process. It tribunals begin to read into
those statutes unforeseen meanings on the basis that
Charter jurisprudence has found such meanings to consti
tute “analogous grounds under s. 15, there will be no s, 1
analysis, and no occasion for the development of specific
exceptions to substantive rights referred to by Mcintyre J.

[91] Mr. Justice Stone in a concurring decision made an
even stronger statement [D1363, para. 501:

While accepting that human rights legislation should be
interpreted. as much as possible, in a manner consistent
with the provisions of the Charter and its interpretation, I
cannot accept that the Charter should operate so as to
mandate the courts to ascribe to a statutory term a mean-
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ing which it was not intended to possess. . The absence
ci sexual orientation’ from the list of grounds of discrimi
nation prohibited by s.3(1) of the Act as infringing a right
enshrined in the Charter is not raised in this appeal, and I
refrain from expressing an opinion on the matter.

[921 I am conscious of the limitations in the application of
the Charter to human rights legislation. However, I do not see
that those limitations apply when the issue is the legal con
tent of the prohibition against discrimination.

[93] It is to be noted that the Supreme Court of Canada in
Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union, Local 580 v.
Dolphin Delivery Ltd. (1986), 71 N.R. 83, [198612 3CR. 573
held the Charter does not apply to purely private litigation
between private parties which does not involve reliance on
governmental action. However, in my opinion this complaint
goes beyond purely private litigation to consideration of the
anti-discrimination provisions of the Act.

[94] I find support for this conclusion in the decision of the
Ontario Court of Appeal in Re Slamey and Ontario Hockey
Association et aL (1986), 14 O.A.C. 194, 26 D.L.R. (4th) 728,
54 DR. (2d) 513 [7 C.H.R.R. D13529j. Mr. Justice Dubin,
speaking for the majority said [0/3536, para. 28165]: “In my
opinion, s. 15 of the Charter does not reach private activity
within the province.”

He expressed agreement with Tarnopolsky and Beaudoin,
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms: Commentary
[Toronto: Carswell, 1982], at pp.422—23, as follows:

although an anti-discrimination (human rights law)
should itself have to conform to s. 15, it, and not s. 15,
would be directly applicable to discriminatory actions by
private persons.

[95] The issue in Re Blainey, supra, arose from a complaint
by a 12-year-old girl who had been refused permission to
play hockey as a member of a boys’ team. The complaint
was initially dismissed by the Ontario Human Rights Com
mission because of the wording of s. 19(2) of the Ontario
Human Rights Code, 1981 [3.0.1981, C. 53], which provides
as follows:

19(2) The right under s. 1 to equal treatment with re
spect to services and facilities is not infringed
where membership in an athletic organization or
participation in an athletic activity is restricted to
persons of the same sex.

[961 The Ontario Court of Appeal held that the provisions of
5. 19(2) conflicted with the equality provisions of s. 15(1) of
the Charter and were of no force and effect. Therefore, in the
Blainey case, supra, which was a lawsuit between private
parties, the Charter was applied because one of the parties
acted on the authority of a statute, 5. 19(2) of the Human
Rights Code, which infringed the Charter rights of the other
party.

[97] Mr. Justice Dubin’s assessment of the applicability of
the Charter was endorsed by the Supreme Court of Canada
in Dolphin Delivery, supra. Of interest is this comment of Mr.
Justice Mcintyre at p. 119, para. 39 of Dolphin Delivery:

Where such exercise of. or reliance upon, governmental
action is present and where one private party invokes or
relies upon it to produce an infringement of the Charter
rights of another, the Charter will be applicable. Where,
however, private party “A” sues private party “B” relying on
the common law and where no act of government is relied
upon to support the action, the Charter will not apply. I
should make it clear, however, that this is a distinct issue
from the question whether the judiciary ought to apply and
develop the principles of the common law in a manner
consistent with the fundamental values enshrined in the
Constitution, The answer to this question must be in the
affirmative. In this sense, then, the Charter is far from irrel
evant to private litigants whose disputes fail to be decided
at common law.

[98] In Blainey, supra, the issue was whether or not the
anti-discrimination provisions of the Ontario Human Rights
Act [Code] were limited by the anti-discrimination provisions
of the Charter. The Court held that they were and struck
down the section of the Act (Code] that purported to permit
discrimination which was prohibited by the Charter.

[99] I have concluded, accordingly, that as a matter of law
the Act cannot justify discrimination which is prohibited by
the Charter. Accordingly, in my opinion, the provisions of
5. 12 of the Act must be interpreted and applied so as to
permit the making of distinctions between classes of individ
uals if the distinction is part of an activity or program that has
as its object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged
individuals or groups.

[100] In this respect I note that the amended Act now pro
vides as follows in s.2(d) and ins. 5(1)(m):

2 The purpose of this Act is to. -

(d) affirm the principle that every person is free and
equal in dignity and rights;

5 (1) No person shall in respect of

(a) the provision of or access to services or facil
ities. , -

discriminate against an individual or class of indi
viduals on account of

(m) sex;

The amended Act also now provides a definition of discrimi
nation in s. 4 as follows:

4 For the purpose of this Act, a person discriminates
where the person makes a distinction, whether inten
tional or not, based on a characteristic. or perceived
characteristic, referred to in clauses (h) to (v) of sub
section (1) of SectionS that has the effect of imposing
burdens, obligations or disadvantages on an individ
ual or a class of individuals not imposed upon others
or which withholds or limits access to opportunities,
benefits and advantages available to other individu
als or classes of individuals in society.

This definition of discrimination is very close to the language
used by Mcintyre J. in his definition of discrimination at
p. 174 of the Andrews decision, supra.
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[101] Further, the amending Act now provides as follows in
s. 6(h)(i):

Subseccn (1) at Section 5 does not apply...

(i) to preclude a law, program or activity that
has as its object the amelioralion of conditions of
disadvantaged individuals or classes of individu
als including those who are disadvantaged be
cause of a characteristic reterred to in c!auses (h)
to (v) of subsection (1) of Section 5.

In all material respects a. 6(h)) is identical to 5. 15(2) of the
Charter.

[102] In my opinion, the foregoing provisions of the amend
ing Act simply bring the language of the Act into conformity
with the Charter, but the Act was already subject to the Char
ter in those respects.

[103] Accordingly, I am satisfied that in law women may
form single-sex organizations for the purpose of promoting
equality. I am further satisfied as a general statement, of the
law, that such organizations may prefer or advantage women
even if the effect of that is to discriminate against men (as a
group or individually) on the basis of sex, without violating
the anti-discrimination provisions of the Act.

PANDORA AS AN ACTIVITY WHOSE OBJECT IS TO
PROMOTE WOMEN’S EQUALITY AND REMEDY
DISADVANTAGE

(104] I heard evidence concerning the operation of Pan
dora and the publication of its newspaper, Pandora. Mem
bership in Pandora is limited to women. Pandora is said to be
published by, for and about women. Issues are addressed in
Pandora which promote women’s equallty. All issues are
dealt with from women’s point of view. Among the objectives
of Pandora are the following:

1. to encourage writing by women who would not other
wise write for the public;

2. to bring forward issues and perspectives and opin
ions which probably would not be found in the mainstream
media;

3. to assist women in acquiring the various skills neces
saw to publish a newspaper.

It has been the clear editorial policy of Pandora that it will
accept letters and articles only if written by women,

[105] Exhibit 22 is an extract from Pandora published ap
parently in June, 1966. While the publication of Exhibit 22
pre-dates the filing of this complaint by about four years,
nonetheless I am satisfied that certain statements of policy
set out in the extract are applicable to the relevant time:

Pandora is a newspaper produced by, for and about
women.

We actively seek participation on any level from women
who do not have access to mainstream media. Law in
come women. women of color. women invo[ved in organ
ized labour and women who work without benefit of orga
nization, disabled women, native women, lesbian women,

woman in conflict with the law, immigrant women, older
women, yojnger women, ALL kinds of women. are en
couraged to contact members of the Outreach working
group or any Pandora women, to explore their particulars
[sic] ideas and concerns.

We cannot accept material that is intolerant or oppres
sive—for example, (but not exclusively) sexist, racist,
classist. homophobic, ageist or ablist. We are. however,
committed to working with women to help them express
their experience in a positive way

men are asked to write from their personal experience
as if writing a letter to a close friend

Pandora is a forum for women who are speaking out of
their experience—expressing their perspective on issues
that are important to them. We do not necessarily attempt
to present all perspectives in any one issue at any one
time.

men who have concerns about anything they find in
Pandora are encouraged to write a letter for the next
issue.

[106] Accordingly, on the basis of the evidence before mel
accept and find as a fact that Pandora and its newspaper
Pandora is a single-sex organization of women designed to
promote the equality of women and to remedy disadvan
tages experienced by women on the basis of sex. As such I
am satisfied that Pandora is justified in advantaging women
over men in the promotion of those goals.

The question, then, is whether the policy of accepting letters
written only by womnen falls within the ambit of the privilege of
Pandora to prefer women over men.

[107] Evidence was led that certain other women’s publica
tions do not prohibit the publication of articles or letters writ
ten by men. In particular At/antis (Exhibit 9, Tab 3), Re
sources for Feminist Research (Exhibit 9, Tab 4) and Kenisis
(Exhibit 9, Tab 6) f all into this category. No evidence was
presented as to why that policy has been adopted by those
publications. On the other hand, there was also evidence of
publications which, like Pandora, restrict publication to mate
rial written by women. Women’s Education (Exhibit 9, Tab 5)
and Northern Woman Journal (Exhibit 9, Tab 8) fall into this
category.

[108] I also heard evidence from Rev. Darrell Grey. Rev.
Grey described himself as the owner of the Provincial Moni
tor, a black newspaper published in this province. Rev. Grey
testified that the Provincial Monitor did not have a policy limit
ing articles and letters printed in the newspaper to those
written by blacks. Rev. Grey testified that in his opinion the
newspaper should generate and promote a free exchange of
ideas, He also testified that as advertising was carried in the
newspaper funded by the provincial and federal govern
ments he felt an obligation not to discriminate against other
than black writers.

I accept Rev. Grey’s evidence and evidence that there are
single-sex publications which do not restrict letters and arti
cles to those written by women. However. in rrrj opinion, this
evidence and this finding is in no way determinative of the
issues before me.
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[109] The publishers and editors of those publications
may, for a variety of reasons consistent with the objectives
and purposes of their publications, consider such policies
appropriate. I do not think, however, that I need find that it is
absolutely necessary for all women’s newspapers to have a
policy of excluding all material which is not written by women
in order for Pandora to justify its letter to the editor policy.

[110] I can well accept that reasonable women might take
different views as to whether or not a women’s newspaper
should limit itself to letters and articles written by women
only. I can also accept that women might reasonably con
clude that such a policy is appropriate to one women’s publi
cation having regard to the circumstances and objectives of
that publication and that it is not appropriate to another hav
ing regard to its circumstances and objectives.

[1111 Exhibit 26 is an article written by Betty-Ann Lloyd and
published in Canadian Women’s Studies. I qualified Ms.
Lloyd as an expert but expressed some concern as to opin
ion evidence from her having regard to her very close in
volvement with Pandora. However, the article makes what I
consider to be same very useful factual points concerning
Pandora which I set out as follows:

In the Journey is Home” (Boston: Beacon Press, 1985)
Nelle Mcrton takes [sic] about her understanding of Thear
ing women into speech.’ She says we are powertul when
we provide a safe place for women to express themselves
—when we listen is [sic] such a way that women are heard
into their own speech. She says we are expressive when
other women provide that space and that listening for us.
She is saying, also, that women cannot become powerful
or expressive by being spoken 10, by being spoken for or,
especialy, by being spoken about, It is by being heard
that women become empowered.

And this is where I feel the feminist press can begin to
enter into an effective, allirming relaticnship with the worn-
en ci our particular comuiiunilies. Our part is providing
safe space so that woman who are so often silenced, so
rarely heard, can risk speaking, can find a respectful,
questioning and challenging ear.

men can use this space to speak of their experience.
They can speak of the connections they have begun to
make between that experience and the experience of
other women. They can speak of the anafysis that grows
out of making connections, the vision that expands that
analysis and the strategies that further the vision.

The foregoing extracts from the Lloyd article are, in my opin
ion, consistent with the evidence which I heard at the hearing
as to the objectives and experience of Pandora from those
witnesses currently involved in the publication of the newspa
per.

[112] I heard much evidence, again from the expert and lay
witnesses, that women require a “safe place” to write, partic
ularly concerning equality issues. In this context a “safe
place’ is one occupied by women only. I was told that if
Pandora was not a women only publication many women

C would be reluctant to expose their writing to debate and
criticism by men. I was also told that as Pandora circulates

largely (but, admittedly, not exclusively) in the community of
women, and that women feel more comfortable in discussing
and dealing with issues relating to equality than they do in
the mainstream media or in media which has a larger distri
bution among men. I was further told that the purpose of
Pandora was to deal with such issues as were considered
important and relevant to women and from a women’s point
of view. Concern was expressed that if men were allowed to
publish letters in Pandora they would at least to some extent
control the agenda of the publication, discourage at least
some women from publishing their writing (or at least ex
pressing freely their opinions and views) and that permitting
such participation by men would divert the time and energy
of Pandora from the purposes and objectives of the newspa
per to dealing with and responding to these views.

[113] On the basis of the evidence which I have heard, lam
satisfied and find as a fact that a safe place for women’s
writing as that was defined in the evidence might reasonably
be considered appropriate and necessary for the promotion
of women’s equality and remedying disadvantage on the
basis of sex.

[114] In my opinion, it is not for me to make any fine distinc
tion as to whether or not the women only policy is absolutely
necessary for Pandora, only if it is a policy which might rea
sonably be adopted in all the circumstances.

[115] In my opinion. such a policy is reasonable in the cir
cumstances. Pandora is by, for, and about women. It is a
women only publication designed to promote women’s
equality and to remedy disadvantage based on sex. It is not
about men or men’s issues. It deals with issues and opinions
and points of view not expected to be addressed in the
mainstream media. Many of the writers in Pandora would not
participate fully if it were not a women only publication. In the
circumstances, it is, in my opinion, reasonable for Pandora to
maintain a policy of publishing letters by women only in Pan
dora.

[116] It is important to note that Pandora does not pretend
to be part of the mainstream media—it is said not to be
objective but to present views on issues from a point of view.
Pandora does not even pretend to express the views of all
women. Rather, Pandora projects a feminist point of view
taking the view that the mainstream media, although purport
ing to be objective, projects an other than feminist view.

[117] It is also important to remember that Pandora repre
sents only one limited aspect of the lives of the women who
are involved in its publication and the women who read the
newspaper. As was pointed out to me by a number of wit
nesses, all these women must, of course, function in the real
world. In that context Pandora provides a place where wom
en’s views and women’s views only are expressed.

[118] It was suggested on behalf of the Commission and
Mr. Keyes that a distinction should be drawn between the
letters to the editor section of the newspaper and the bal
ance of the newspaper and membership in Pandora. In my
opinion, I see no distinction between material written by men
if it is intended for the letters to the editor section or the
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editorial section of Pandora. While again I can accept that
reasonable women might have differences of opinion as to
whether or not men should be excluded entirely from such a
newspaper or should be allowed to have letters to the editor
published (provided that they meet the editorial criteria of the
newspaper) I cannot say that it is unreasonable to maintain a
policy of pubhshing writing by women onty. Indeed, that pol
icy does appear to me to be consistent with the overall obec
tives and policies of Pandora.

[119] In my opinion, having regard to all the foregoing, the
policy of publishing only letters written by women is consis
tent and reasonable having regard to the point of view of the
newspaper and its objectives.

[120] The necessary implicaticn of Pandora’s letter writing
policy is discrimination, in fact, against mer generally. They
are denied access to the newspaper. This, in my opinion,
does not constitute a violation oi the Act. On the evidence I
have heard I am sasfied that the denial of access by Pan
dora to men does not cause material or substantial harm to
men, particularly in comparison to the benefit to women of
having a women’s only publication dealing with women’s
equality issues from women’s perspective and providing a
safe place for a wide variety of women to express such
views. I am satisfied and I find that men have adequate
opportunity to express their views and opinions in the main
stream media without entry into this women’s place.

C [1211 It was suggested that Pandora’s publication of ex
tracts from a letter written by Bill Donovan, regional manager
of CBC (Exhibit 9, Tab 1) was not in accordance with Pan
dora’s policy. The extract was published unsigned. A num
ber of explanations were proffered by various witnesses for
the publication of these extracts and the form of the publica
tion. I was not persuaded by any of these explanations that
the publication of those extracts was anything other than a
breach of the letter writing policy.

However, even if the publication of those extracts was a
breach of Pandora’s letter policy, I attach no significance to
that. I do not see that a single publication of unattributed
extracts from a letter written by a man affects my finding that
Pandora indeed has a policy of publishing letters written [by
women] only or that such single publication in effect destroys
that policy.

[1221 After the Charter litigation in Biainey. supra, that mat
ter then went forward on the basis of the human rights com
plaint in Blainey v. Ontario Hockey Associat/on (1987), 9
C.H.R.R. D/4549. That case held that the organization of a
women only hockey league was not discrimination prohibited
by the Ontario Human Rights Act [Code]. Section 13(1) of
the Ontario Act is reported in the decision as providing as
follows at the relevant time:

13(1) A right under Part I is not infringed by the impte
mentalon of a speciai prccram desigr,ed to re
lieve hardship or ecccomic disadvantage or to as
sist disadvantaged persons or groups to achieve
or attempt to achieve equal opportunity or that is
likely to contribute to the elimination of the in
fringement of rights under Part I.

This provision appears to me to be identical in substance to
s. 15(2) of the Charter and s. 6(h)O) of the amended Act. I
have already expressed my opinion that the legal content of
the prohibition against discrimination in the Act must be af
forded the same meaning as in s, 15 of the Charter.

[123] The decision of the Board of Inquiry under the Ontarlo
Human Rights Code concluded as follows with respect to the
program of a women only hockey league [at p. D/4554. para.
35401]:

I am satisfied that the hockey program offered by the
OWHA does. in fact, quality as a special program under
section 13(1) of the Code. The evidence clearly estab
lishes that as a group females in this prov:r.ce do not have
the same opportunity as males to play organized competi
live hockey. Female hockey must continually struggle
against the view that hockey is a mate on:y sport It must
also struggle for access to ice time Because ot these
handicaps, the program offered by the OWHA ooes nol
have the same level of pahicipalton as does male hocicey
Further, while post-puberty females can compete against
similar age males in terms of skill and intelligence, the
majority cannot compete in terms of size and strength.
Although pre-pubesoent girls can compete equally with
pre-pubescent males to allow young boys to play on girls
teams would lead to serious difficulties for female hockey.
Many parents are opposed to their daughters playing
hockey, even on all-female teams. This opposition would
likely intensify if males were permitted to play on female
teams. Most females desire to play on all-female teams. To
allow males to play female hockey would likely result in a
large number of female players deciding to leave the
sport. It follows that if males were permitted to play OWl-IA
hockey, even a small number of them would likely have a
major adverse effect on the already limited opportunities
for females to play oompetitive hockey. My finding that the
OWHA’s program of female hockey meets the require
ments for a special program under section 13(1) of the
Code means that OWHA teams can continue to refuse to
admit males without infringing section 1 of the Code.

I have accepted the evidence led by Pandora as to the rea
sonableness of a women only newspaper and that the pur
pose of Pandora is to remedy disadvantage and promote
equality. Accordingly, in my opinion, the same result should
be reached here as was reached in the Blainey case, supra,
and accordingly in my opinion Pandora’s policy of publishing
letters to the editor written by women only is not discrimina
tion as prohibited by s. 12 of the Act.

CONCLUSION

[124] I am satisfied on the evidence before me that women
as a group have been and are disadvantaged and unequal
in our society by reason of sex. Accordingly, women are
entitled to the protection of s. 12 which prohibits discrimina
tion on the basis of sex.

[125] I am also satisfied that as a matter of law the con
cepts of equality and discrimination under the Act must be
consistent with those concepts in the Charter. Mcintyre J. in
Andrews, supra, stated that the promotion of equality in the
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prohibition against discrimination has a more specific goal
than the mere elimination of distinctions snd that identical
treatment may produce inequality. It follows, accordingly,
that a disadvantaged group may undertake a program or
activity which has as its object the amelioration of conditions
of disadvantaged individuals or classes of individuals includ
ing those discriminated against on the basis of sex even if
that results in distinctions being made with respect to the
advantaged group.

[126] Finally, I am also satisfied that Pandora underlined

[sic) is an activity which has as its object the amelioration of
conditions of disadvantage to women based on sex. I am
also satisfied that Pandora’s policy of maintaining Pandora
as a single-sex newspaper is reasonable for the purpose of
ameliorating disadvantage.

[127] In the result, I find that Pandora was not in breach of
S. 12(1)(a) or s. 17 of the Act in its letters to the editor policy
or its refusal to publish Mr. Keyes’ letter and accordingly I
dismiss the complaint.
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Gary Thornton The Board rules that the statement made by the Chief Conunis
Complainant sioner is in no way prejudicial to the case. She has merely given

v. her opinion that this case has industry-wide impact because the
complaint deals with a clause which is standard in many con-North American Life Assurance Company tracts. in addition, the Boardfinds that it has no power to issueRespondent such an order since its jurisdiction is to hear and decide the

Date of Complaint: February 15, 1 990 complaint before it.

Date of Decision: December 27, 1991 NAI’s second motion is a request that witnesses be given use
Before: Ontario Board of Inquiry, W. immunity, that is, that evidence given by them cannot be used to

Gunther Plaut incriminate them in other proceedings. The Boardfinds that it
does have the authority to make decisions regarding invnunity.Comm. Decision No.: 429
However, relying on B. v. Juldip, a Supreme Court of Canada
decision on this issue, it also finds that decisions can only bePARTIES—adding a respondent—EVIDENCE—immunity
made about immunity at the time of the second proceeding.of witnesses In future proceedings—BOARDS OF IN

QUIRYITRIBUNALS—authorlty to order Immunity—COM- Consequently, the Board declines to extend immunity to wit
nesses at this point.PLAINTS—order sought not to Initiate future complaints

—PROCEDURE——procedural fairness The Board of inquiry agrees to the third request made by NAL
which is to join the employer of Mr. Thornton, the Clarendon

Summary: This is a decision on three preliminary issues Foundation, as a respondent. The Board has the authority to
raised by the respondent company, North American Life Assur- do this and finds that even though it is the insurer who denied
ance Company, prior to the hearing of the merits of a corn- the disputed benefits, employers also have a responsibility to
plaint filed against it by Gary Thornton alleging discrimination provide a discrimination-free work environment.
because long-term disability payments to him were disallowed.

The motions to bar the Commission from initiatingfurther corn-The North American Life Assurance Company (NAL) requests plaints against insurers and to provide use immunity to wit-that the Board of inquiry issue an order binding the Commis- nesses are denied. The employer is joined as a respondent.sion not to initiate a complaint against any insurer not named
in this complaint. N/IL argues that a stwement by Chief Corn- Cases CItedmissioner Catherine Frazee to the effect that the complaint has
broad implications has put NAL’s defence in a precarious posi
tion because the kinds of witnesses it could call come from the Brcoksv. Canada Safewayud., [198911 SC.R. 1219,10 C.H.R.R,
insurance industry and the industry itself is now at risk. Wit- D/6183: 18,44
nesses might be afraid to testify flslly for fear that they will Gohm v, Domtar Inc. (No. 4) (1990), 12 C.H.R.R. D11 61 (Dnt.
become targets of complaints themselves. Bd.Inqj: 45
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